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NO STATUTES

TO

PREVENT THE

ibe supplied by the people through
their representatives in 'be leglsia-ture by way of distinct and unmistak- p.bie statutory prohibitoin.
Yours truly,
i

TWOCONVENT

j

W.

FRANK

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

CITY EDITION.

MONoAY, MAY 13, 1912.

NS SET A TRAP

FOR NSURRECTOARMY

IN CHEYENNE

COMMERCE

BEING DRIVEN

KAN8A6 MEETING

OF K. OF C.

TODAY

JUDGE

BACK

,

ONES

MAY

BE STAGED

IN

SHOP MEN ON TRIAL.
TWELVE OF THIRTEEN COUNTY
Ill May 13. Slgmon
DELEGATIONS FAVOR THE
and his five colleagues who did a
PRESIDENT.
of
name
under
the
thriving business
BUCKET
Chicago,

.

W. P. BOLAND, WHO FILED
CHARGES, SAID TO HAVE

Mc-Hd- e

.

THE ABILITY

TO

USE

CONTRIBUTED

EN-

HEAVY

HOWMANYBOSSES

KILL?

tireat Bend. Kan May 13. A grat
ifying increase in the membership of
TO BETRAY
JUSTICE GENERAL HEURTA IS RESPONSI
SCHEME
ATTORNEY GENERAL GIVES OPIN the Knights of Columbus Id Kansas DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS
IN
at
the
ARCHIBALD
BLE FOR RETREAT OF MEXUNBARED
IS
wbb
TO
ELECT
reported
opening
today
MEETINGS
HOLD
JOHNSONION REGARDING
of the state convention of the
session
INVESTIGATION
ICAN REBELS.
DELEGATES.
NATIONAL
FLYNN BOUT
order. Several hundred delegates are
attending the convention, which will
ARTILLERY
FIRE
LIKE WINNER COCKRELL GIVES TESTIMONY SUPERIOR
TAFT LOOKS
UNLESS A LAW IS PASSED continue in session over tomorow.
THIS EVENT AND OTHER SIMILAR

who committed suicide while the bat
tie was in progress.
Though rebel casualties in the en
gagement of yesterday were great,
the liberal leaders declare the govern
ment likewise suffered heavily, and,
except for the loss of Important post
tions at Conejos, they claim an even
break in the fighting. All generals
and their commands have been order
ed to mobilize here where the entire
PERTINENT
fighting strength of the insurrectos TAFT ASKS THIS
will be thrown against the enemy.
QUESTION OF AN OHIO

DID COLONEL

Attorney Genera!.

MATCH

Trouble for
People to
Borrow It

no
Some

It's

IERVICE

LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED FR

I

GUNS

TO FEDERAL

AUDIENCE.
May Not Arrest Gomes.
Washington, May 13. Whether any "NONE" YELLS THE POPULACE
movement will he made by the United States authorities to apprehend
TOUR OF
Emilio Vasquez Gomez on a charge PRESIDENT BEGINS
of violating the neutrality laws was
BUCKEYE STATE WITH CAUS-

not known at the state department
TIC SPEECHE8.
today. It was declared this was a
the Capital Investment company unmatter for the department of justice.
til the government officials closed
OF
IT
KILLED
COMMISSIONER
REPORTED
TOLD
0R0ZC0
The
IS
WARD
significant remark was made at MEETS MUCH ENCOURAGEMENT
AT REQUESTJJJF MR.
down on them, wehe placed on trial CLARK AND HARMON CONTEND
state
the
department, however, that
in the United States court today on
was
that with the legal LARGE CROWDS GREET HIM AT
it
probable
busiBUT THE SUPPORTERS OF THE DECLARED HE HAD ATTEMPTED RUMOR REACHES JUAREZ THAT
MR. CLANCY EXPRESSED HIS BE- charges of having conducted a
Gomez
has had, he un
which
advice
ness to defraud in operating a bucFOR RECENT
EVERY STATION AND CHEER
INSURGENT GENERAL
TO RETALIATE
TWO HAD NOT STARTED
LIEF IN RESPONSE TO QUERY
was well advised of his podoubtedly
ket shop.
OPINION
LOUDLY.
LEGISLATIVE
DEAD.
IS
TODAY.
ATTORNEY
LATE
Juarez.
WORK
DISTRICT
from
he
fled
before
sition
OF
THE 8TATE

IMMENSE

GINEERED

VICTORY.

SCHEME

TAX LOSS.

Washington, May 13. A purported
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 1:5. The reDistrict Attorney Charles W. G.
Washington. May) 13. Many milto
Ward has received the following le lion dollars in taxes were lost today publican and democratic state con- deliberate plan of W. P. Boland
of
W.
Archbald
Robert
Prank
ter from Attorney General
by the state of Oklahoma through a ventions met today to select delegates entrap Judge
embarrasan
in
commerce
the
court,
self
explananationBaltimore
will
which
and
to
of
prove
of
the
the supremo court
the
decision
Chicago
Clancy,
United States that the state cannot al conventions respectively, and (o sing transaction, was revealed today
tory:
Santa Fe, N. M., May 11, 1912.
tax land allotted to about 8,000 less name national committeemen. Twelve before the house judiciary committee,
is
charges
investigating
of the IS county delegations to the re- which
Hon. Charles W. G. Ward,
than half blood Indians.
to determine
Boland
by
brought
District Attorney,
publican convention favored Taft inwhether
proceedings
impeachment
Las Vegas, N. M.
SUNDAY'S BASEBALL
structions; the adoption of resolushall be Instituted
Dear Sir:
tions endorsing the national adminis- against the jurist
National League:
the senate.
Your letter of the 9th lnt was retration and the election of George t by
Brooklyn 2; Cincinnati 4.
Allan Cockrell, confidential secreceived yesterday, but I had not time
committeeman.
Boston 3; St. Louis 4.
national
as
Pexton
of the interstate commerce comto answeT until today. You say that
No other games.
Chairman B. B. Brooks tary
Temporary
read to the committee his
of
mission,
opponents
asked
by
been
have
American League:
you
eulogized the administration of Presiof W. P. Boland's orig
memorandum
Johnson-Flyo- n
prize
the proposed
dent Taft and recounted the progress
Washington 1 ; Cleveland 6.
of the charges against
statement
inal
those
also
and
by
Las
at
Vegas,
No other games.
fight
of the country under republican ad
Judge Archbald. Boland, according
who favor having that fight, whether American Association:
ministrations.
to the memorandum, told Interstate
or not there are any laws on the statMinneapolis 2; St. Paul Although Cheyenne is in tne pio- Commerce Commissioner
Meyers that
ute hooks of New Mexico lo make Kansas City 7; Milwaukee It.
neer equal suffrage state, Mrs. Anna he
to
Judge
entrap
sought
purposely
and
thst
you
such a contest illegal,
No other games.
B. Miller of Albany county, was the
Archbald in the Katydid culm bank
have expressed the opinion that at
only woman delegate in the democrat- transaction, after a demurrer in a
DIRECT ELECTIONS
the present time there is no such
The opening of the suit
ic convention.
against bis coal company had
statute in New Mexico; and you ask
Washington, May 13. The house democratic convention was harmondecided against him in Judge
been
on
this
me to give you my opinion
today adopted, 237 to 39 a joint reso- ious, the oonteat between adherents
court.
Archbald's
an
to
lution
amendment
question.
providing for
of Champ Clark and Governo- - Wilson
Boland
oclared
that he sent E. J.
I
hac
to
I am compelled
say
the oorsrJtutlon to permit the election for control
delayed uuMl 'Mi Wil'iams t& Archbflld to lure him
which
in
correct
the
direct
are
opinion
of
senators
United
you
by
Stages
afternoon's session. W. i. Sintpsoii
thf
y.lid culm option dent wilb
you have expressed, and that, as you vote ot tne people, it aireauy naa was made
the Erie railroad, after Williams had
temporary chairman.
say, the only statute approaching passed the senate and now goes to
After electing temporary officers come to him with Judge Archbald's
this subject is to be found in section the president.
and naming committees both conven- $500 note for discount. Boland re1404 of the Compiled Laws of 1907.
tions took a recess until 2 o'clock this fused to discount the note and subfollows:
as
That section reads
sequently his demurrer was decided
afternoon.
"If two or more persons, voluntari- SLAP MAY BE COMING
against him. In making charges Boit
noon
recess
became
in
any
During the
ly or by agreement, engage
land admitted, according to Cockrell,
toin
the
a
was
there
that
known
or
violence
split
blows
or
use
any
fight
TO SEVERAL BISHOPS democratic committee en resolutions. ithat he had used Williams in an ef
ward each other in an angry or quarof five was appoint fort to involve the judge in a discredA
in
place,
any public
relsome manner,
ed to draft the resolutions to be pre- itable transaction.
to the disturbance of others, they are
ON sented to the convention.
CONFERENCE
COMMITTEE
The sub
be
shall
punishguilty of affray, and
EPISCOPACY
DISAPPROVES
committee is said to be composed ol
ed by imprisonment in the county Jail
CERTAIN PRACTICES.
Clark adherents, and .the delegates
not exceeding three months, or by fine
TODAY IN CONGRESS,
who favor Governor Wilson say they
not exceeding fifty dola'.s."
May 3
Minneapolis, Mina.,
will oppose the resolutions.
It also
If this section had merely provided
that if persons voluntarily or ty bishops of the Methodist Episcopal was stated that John E. Osborn, of
who charge for special ser- Carbon county, would
be
agreement should engage in a fight church
Washington, May 13. Senate: Met
mons
and
lectures when they receive national committeeman.
vio
or
u
blowi
or that they should
noon.
at
When the democratic convention
lence toward each other, and stop each year a salary of $5,000 and travConsidered
agricultural appropriathere with the definition of the of- eling expenses may receive a "slap reconvened at 2:30 p. m., the commit- - tion bill.
fense, it might be applicable to a from the general conference before tee on resolutions was nojt ready to
House: Met at noon.
prize fight, hut the added elauset show the session closes here, is indicatd report. It was believed a hot con
Considered joint resolution provididistinctly that the legislative 'ntent be several memorial on the subject test was on between Clark and Wil- ng! for direct election of United
was to punish conduct of this kind which have been presented to the son adherents. A committee was ap- States senators.
in a public place where it would dis- committee on episcopacy.
pointed to ascertain when the resoJudiciary committee continued its
It is claimed by those behind the lutions committee would be read.,.
turb and annoy other persons. The
into charges against
investigation
to
the
memorials that the salary of the
The secretary then read severa
words, "In any public place,
Archbald.
Judge
disturbance of others," indicate es- bishops is sufficient and that in many communications. Among them was
Senate:
Judiciary committee desential ingredients of tne offense. It cases the price for the lectures or one from D, Clem Deaven suggesting
to report favorably the resolucided
might reasonably be coat ended that sermons is so exorbitant that th that the convention appoint a com- tion
restricting presidential tenure of
a house, theater or enclosed arena poorer churches, which need a bish- - mittee of three to meet with a simito single term of six years.
office
.na
,
taxes
is, 0,,s preSence most, are unable lo lar committee from the repuTmcan
where a prize, ngnt
Chairman
Underwood
House:
within the meaning of he atn'e, a pay for it.
state convention to agree upon a uniof the ways and
a
conference
called
numof
the
public place, but those
It is rumored that the episcopacy form recommendation to the national
means committee for Tuesday to conbers of the public who o ' hn
committee, as a sort of compromise conventions regarding the feature ad- sider whether a cotton tariff revision
are
by any such exhibition,
between the two factions, will recom- ministration of the public land laws.
bill will be introduced at this session.
under no obligation to rttend, and mend the retirement of two bishops
The report of the committee on
those who are willing to witness such at the present session.
credentials then was adopted without
BUTTER FIRM AT 30.
performances, certainly are not per--,
No question over seats was
Chinese Republic Recognized.
protest.
111., May 13.
The quotation
Elgdn,
sons who would he disturbed thereWith a demonstration which sur- raised. The remaining committees committee of the Elgin board this afas
other?
by. Such disturbance of
passed any which previously has oc- were not ready to report and the con- ternoon declared butter firm at 30
may be occasioned if the proposed curred on the floor of the present vention took a short recess.
cents.
fight takes place, will not be from the
Chairman of the State Republican
general conference, the church enin
the
two
of
the
principals
engaging
MAKES DISCLOSURES.
dorsed the new republic of China Central Committee C. W. Burdick of
fight, but, as is urged by those who and ordered that its
be display- Cheyenne, let the gavel fall at 10:15
May 13. J. H. Bur
Washington,
flag
exhibitions of professional ed
oppose
by the side of that of the United o'clock, and announced the conven- roughs, a former federal meat inpugilists, the disturbance, annoyance States over the
speaker's rostrum. tion was in order. No invocation was spector, testified before the Moss inand injury will come from the conon. the subject by dele- bad.
The
addresses
vestigating committee today that
gregation of large numbers of undesR. B. Brooks, of Na- Philadelphia packers violated the law
to the conference from China
gates
in
irable characters, whose presence
were received with great applause. trona county, was chosen as tempo- by-- refusing inspectors access to certhe town and whose influence an exThe
subject came up with the presen- rary chairman: Ralph W. Smith of tain parts of their plant.
ample will he of a demoralizing and
tation of a resolution signed by Chi- Uinta county, as temporary secretary.
Describing observations of packing
were
there
If
character.
pernicious
renfinis-centlnese
conditions in Philadelphia,
Brooks
house
United
the
spoke
delegates
lauding
no statutory definition
whatever of
of the progress of the country Burroughs referred to "lard contain
what constitutes an affray, there States for its attitude with respect to
under republican rule.and in terms of ing worms, scrapple made of bad
would be more room to contend that China.
The conference today:
eulogy endorsed the administration meat, hog carcases that emitted an
the proposed fight would be a violaawful stench,and .revolting sanitary
Refused to consider a resolution al of President Taft.
tion of law than there is in the presAt
of
conditions.'' He described packing
the
the
to
deterconclusion
annual
conferences
lowing
one
ence of such a statute as the
address, committees on creden- house conditions in Philadelphia as
above quoted,
but the legislature mine conditions under which expelled
tials, on rules, order of business anrt "something awful."
having given this statutory definition, members may be reinstated.
Refused to consider a resolution premanent organization and a resoluBurroughs appeared as a witness
it must be held that any other is excluded.
asking for investigation of charges of tions committee were appointed, one In support of Repuresentative Nelto card playing and dancing In churcn delegate from each county composing son's resolution for an investigation
If public sentiment' is opposed
the membership of the committees. of the meat inspection service.
these exhibitions, the remedy mus schools.
.
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Jimenez, Mex., May 13. (10 a. m.)
Rellano today is the new field position ot the rebel army. The staff
headquarters of Orozco are located
at Jimenez.
now 35 miles behind
Their movements northward reveal
the extensive retreat of the insurrec-tos- .
The federals occupy the positions about Conejos, but the pursuit
of the retreating liberals appeals to
have ceased. A small garrison has
been left at Escalon, the abandoned
rebel base. Heavy guns and thousands of men guard the hills at
a locality considered by the rebels impregnable. General Orozco today insisted the retreat was ordered
for strategic purposes.
Kel-lan-

Didn't Fire Across Border.
El Paso, Tex., May 13. Colonel E.
Z. Steever, in command of the American troops along the border here, declared today that no report had reached htm of any firing from the Mexican side Saturday night into Ameri- tinrrltory, a puDiisnea report
waVvJT circulation today that privates
of t.'fe Eighteenth infantry were fired
upon in their tents along the noun- dary line and that the Americans projected their hats on bayonets to attract more fire.

Orozco't Lieutenant Stabbed.
Chihuahua, Mex., May 13. Gon-zalhand man of
C. Enrile, right
General Orozco, who is admittedly
the financial agent of the group of
Mexican politicians behind the pres
ent revolution, was stabbed twice ear
ly today. He was walking in the pla
za when attacked by two unknown
men, believed to be political enemies.
At the White Cross hospital it was
said at noon that he would recover.
Enrile was unarmed. He was wound
ed in the shoulder and the chest
above the heart. The assassins fled,
believing him dead.
The hospital physicians declare En
rile has four wounds, ithree inflicted
with a knife, and one by bullet, but
that none is fatal. It Is believed that
supporters of Emilio Vasquez Gomel
were behind the plot to assassinate
Enrile, as the latter is believed tl
have accomplished the downfall ol
Gomez as provisional president. E
rile beoome conspicuous two month;
proMgo by a scere
clamation which rebel leaders latet
repudiated.
o

n

Fighting Is Resumed
El Paso, May 13. Advices received in Juarez this aft?noon stated
that the fight had been resumed to
Orozco Moves Headquarters.
day between the rebels' eastern flank
Conejos, Mex (At the Federal and a large number of federals alFront) May 13. Burning bridges be- most directly east of Conejos, from
hind them, the Mexican rebels today which the rebels were repulsed yes
ccntlnued their retreat northward be- terday. The rebels claims to have the
fore the federal army of General advantage in the fighting this far.
Huerta, victorious in the last three
days' fighting. Five bridges spanning wide arroyos were destroyed by
Orozco Reported Dead.
the insurgents, causing delay to govJuarez, Mex., May 13. Rumors are
ernment troop trains.
persistent here that General Orozco
No fighting was expected today, as
is dead. It Is reported that he was
both sides were becupied with their killed
by his own men. Messages
dead and wounded from yesterdays were received here as late as 10
engagement. The rebels are believed o'clock today signed by the rebel
to have lost six hundred killed and
chief and confirmation of the report
wounded. General Orozco's headquar- is
lacking.
ters have been moved northward to
Rellano from Escalon, a retreat of 11
miles. The rebel advance guard, after the defeat of yesterday at Cone- RICH PLANTATIONS
jos, 55 miles north of Torreon, today
was sighted behind Yermo, 14 miles
north of here on the Mexican Central
AT FLOOD'S MERCY
railroad. Though skirmishing is expected constantly, another decisive
clash probably will not occur for 24
OF NEW
COUNTRY IN VICINITY
hours.
LA., SUFFERS FRESH
ROADS,
Rellano, once the battleground in
INUNDATION.
the present revolution, again may be
the meeting place of the two armies.
New Roads, La., May 13. Circling
Thus far the advantage has been
bluffs of False River, which had
the
with the government troops, as they
served temporarily to check its prosteadily have repulsed the rebels gress, flood water from the levee
northward toward the American borbreak at Torras is today spreading
der. The superior artillery fire of the
ruin over the towns of the thickly
government troops driving the insur- settled country south of here.
rectos so far back that their Infantry
Plantations after plantations that
fire became ineffective, is counted
dot the Mississippi bottoms, some of
upon to force the Orozco army still them the
largest and richest sugar
further northward.
cane producing fields on the west
bank of the river, are covered by the
Rebels Muster for Final Stand.
water. A report from Irvinville, 15
13.
General
miles north of Port Allen, reached
Mex.,
May
Rellano,
Orozco, the rebel chief, today muster- here today that the water was 14
ed his army for a final stand against feet deep in that town. One hundred
the advancing federals. Admitting and fifty persons are said to be mathat the government forces are bet- rooned there. Lieutenant Rogers of
ter equipped in artillery, the rebel the federal relief corps is preparing
leader declares .he is withdrawing his to send aid to them.
Reports from Grosse Tete and
troops to the vicinity of Rellano so
fortistate that negroes marooned
of
have
the
may
advantage
they
stores and resifications and trenches in this vicin- there are looting
ity, from which, three weeks ago, the dences. Rail communication between
rebels nearly annihilated the federal New Roads and points south was sercommand of General Gonzales Salas, iously threatened this morning.

For-doch- e

Marietta, O., May 13. With his
fighting blood up, President Taft to
day began in Marietta his one thousand mile speech making dash around
Ohio, which will take him into practically every corner of the state. His
campaign will end only a few hours
before the polls open for the voters
to register their preferences for pres
ident on May 21. In the best sort ot
physical condition, according to Major
Taft
Rhoades, his physician, Mr.
started his ten days' trip with a
speech today.
Says Colonel Changed Mind.
Dexter City, O., May 13. "They
tell me this is a Roosevelt town,"
was the president's opening remark
today to a crowd that me. his train
here to listen to the second speech
of his present campaign tour.
"It is" yelled a man on the station
platform.
"They say you are against me,"
continued the president, "because i
was in favor of reciprocity. Well, 1
I was in favor of rediproCitj
was.
because I believed it to be for the
good of the farmers and every other
class. It would be greatly to the
benefit of the farmers, but the thing
is dead.
"Now, what I want to say to you,
you are utterly illogical in opposing
me on account of reciprocity when
the fact is that before I entered into
reciprocity at all I wrote to Theodore
Roosevelt and consulted with him
about it and told him all the arguments both ways. He commended n?.9
most, highly for going into tho business and approved it in every way.
Now that he finds reciprocity is not
he
popular with the farmers,
and says that well he has
changed his mind about it."
Tells What He Has Done.
Caldwell, Ohio, May 13. Mr. Taft
in his speech here reviewed legislation enacted during, his term in the
White House. His contrast of a deficit in the government coffers of a
most $50,000,000 with a surplus ot
$40,000,000 drew the first cheers.
When Mr. Taft said "If I believed
that mere audacity of statement
would carry this
election, I would
of
the
republic," his hearers
despaii;
applauded again. The president then
turned to his old line of criticism ot
Mr. Roosevelt, referring to the colonel's continued "misstatement" of
his Toledo speech about government
of the people, Mr. Taft shouted, "Do
you believe that this Is the way for
one president to treat another?"
"No, no," came the answer from
the audience.
Referring to Mr. Roosevelt's accusation of a Taft alliance with the political bosses, Mr. Taft said:
"He says that I am the creature of
bosses and that everybody who is for
me Is a boss and they are all against
him. Well, I deny that. "Mr. Roose
velt says he represents true government of the people against the bosses.
How many bosses did he kill in the
seven years of his administration "
Calls Roosevelt Egotist.
Cambridge, Ohio, May 13. In one
of the most bitter speeches he has
made since he began his active camPresident
paign for a
Taft held Roosevelt up to ridicule,
calling him an "intense and danger
(Conitainued

on Page Four)
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VALUABLE ADVERTISING FOR
CALIFORNIA WILL
LAS VEGAS AND VICINITY
NAME

CINCINNATI PAPER WILL
PUBLISH PICTURES AND
ARTICLES DESCRIPTIVE
OF THE CITY
Throughout the state of Ohio and

the entire middle west, in story and
in picture, the attractions of Las

Ve-g- a

are to be presented through the
medium of the Cincinnati Enquirer.
Yesterday H. W. Lanigan, who is
looking after the publicity end of the
go for Jack Cur-ley-,
big Johnson-Flynreceived a telegraph from Joseph
Nolan, sporting editor of the Enouir-er- ,
requesting photographs, not only
of Flynn and his training quarters,
but of all the principal points of Interest In and around Las Vogas The
request also was made for descriptive
articles to accompany the pictures.
Mr. Nolan stated that he would
(be here several days before the Mg
exhlbiton to cover the final details of
the training of the two oi? boxers
and lastly the bout, for his paper
E. W. Cochrane, sporting editor of
the Kansas City Journal, has also in
formed the Curley camp of his inten- tlon to come to Las Vegas several
days before the big mill. Coch-ansays Kansas City boxing fans are
greatly interested in the match and
expect (to come to Ias Ve;a& In large
numbers. Cochrane says he woald
not be surprised to see a special train
loaded with Kansas Citytans heading
for Las Vegas about Ju'.y 2, while
other cities in Misouri and Kansas
The
will send large contingents.
Journal also expects to run numerous
pictures of Las Vegas scenes.
n

e

SHQWERSANDMUD
HANDICAP THE
MAROONS
lift
SQUAD MAKES GOOD
DISOF
IN
SPITE
PRESSION

THE

While the Maroon squad did not
1
yeS- on., oerrant hHKfihflll Skill
fiuvn ,,n ""J

OTTAWA HORSE 8H0W
Ottawa, Omt., May 13. Officials of
the Ottawa Horse Show association
announce everything In readiness for
the opening tomorrow night of the
association's annual exhibition. The
show, will be held at Howlck Hall and
will continue until Saturday. A prize
list aggregating $5,000 in cash premiums has attracted a
number of high class entries from
noted stables in many parts of Canada and the eastern states.

RYAN ADVISES FL YNN TO
TAKE IT EASY DURING
THE NEXT TWO WEEKS,
TRAINING CAMP NEWS

g

rub-dow-

cham-plonshl-

be-for-e

e

i.

"7

Uj

jmjms

dTo

rmds

t,
terday afternoon in the first
tnat they
the players demonstrated
have baseball sense and know how to
take care of their arms. The day
was too cold, the grounds were too
to
damp and the ball was too slippery
allow any fancy baseball stunts. The
of them,
players took it easy. Several
Ellis
Clark,
Owen,
Barclay,
notably
and Mclntyre, showed excellent early
season form. If it ever stops anow-REwm De pui
ing and raining the squad
GOVERNOR.
through some nara wouu
week and is expected-- to develop into
Santa Fe, N. M., May 13. Ever
a fast aggregation. Chief" Lockhart
tosince the proposition to hold the
is expected to arrive tonight or
morrow. He will be made captain, It Johnson-Flyn- n
fight in las Vegas
took concrete form the legislature
Is expected.
Yannlgans, for has been bombarded with petitions
the
Testerday
whom Harmon and Barclay appeared on the subject from all over the Unit
as battery, defeated the regulars by a ed States as well as from every coun
core that nobody kept track of. Tex. ty in New Mexico. As a rule they are
Brown and Sandoval did the battery vehement in tone, regardless of
stunts for the regulars. Brown Is a which side of the question is advocat
left hander with a large assortment ed, the petitioners either protesting
of curves. He is expected to be one urgently against the permission of
of the Maroons' mainstays In the box. the "brutal spectacle of prize fight
The weather man permitting, the ing" or insisting with equal urgency
M.nnc will nnen the local season- upon the recognition of the "manly
Dawsport of boxing."
Friday with a game . with111 the
...lln.m
wm
cuunuuc
son Miners, rne series
For auaintness Of
nnrl
Saturday and Sunday and the Maroons' originality1 of viewpoint, however, a
for big
management is looking
petition received by Governor Mc
erowds on all three days. Those Donald from the Indians of the
a
who saw the workout yesterday were
pueblo, in Valencia county, has
pleased with the showing made. They a little something on any of the other
realized the handicap under which petitions that have been presented.
the players were working.
It is as follows:
The probable lineup for Friday's1
"We, the Indians of the Iaguna
Buckgame is Brown, p; Barclay or
pueblo, Valencia county, New MexiMcles, who has not yet arrived, c;
co, in meeting) assembled, express our
lntyre, lb; Shirley, 2b; Luhday or disapproval of all kinds of fighting,
Lockhart, ss; Owen, 3b; Clarke, If; prize fighting or fighting for money
Lyons; cf; Ellis, rf. That outfield is included.
a peach. There will be mighty few
"What is not good for Indian boys
balls dropped in that territory this and men is not good for white
boys
summer that will not go for put outs. and men.
Harmon looks like a comeback. After
"Many parts of our country do not
a two years' vacation he went in the allow fighting, and we dp not want it
box yesterday and bewildered some permitted In New Mexico.
of the heavy hitters in a tantalising
"We believe fighting to be had and
way. Harmon may be Induced to join a sin. Sin Is bad, whether it is
big
the squad, although he finds the or little. Sin does not care
who it
wielding of a hammer in the Santa hurts.
Fe machine shops a lucrative and in"Fighting will be bad for Indians
teresting occupation. Ralph Wingo and all. We believe it will disgrace
played with the Yannlgans yesterday our state and we want our lawmakers
and clouted the ball to the centerfield and
governor to stop it White nen
fence. Bttinger, Angel, Young and tell us not to
and then fight
other local players were in good form themselves and fight
set us a bad examand their services will be available
ple."
If the Maroons need them.
The petition is signed by a large
number of the Pueblo Indians, many
Old papers for sale. Optic office of them women.
try-ou-
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AGAINST THE
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exni-easln-

NOTICE.
Department of State Engineer,
Santa Fe, New Mexico,

Number of Application

615.

Means journeys, long or short, for most of us.
SJJ!
Journeys of any kind necessitates

MAN
THE 8TATE WILL SELECT CANDIDATES FOR PRES-

TOMORROW

IDENTIAL

Tommle Ryan is not anxious for
Jlmmle Flynn to begin grueling training too early. He has requested the
big Pueblo fireman to take it easy
until his arrival on May 25. Flynn
yesterday received the following tele
gram from Ryan, who is In Los Angeles:
FREEZING TEMPERATURE Whatever you do, don't start in the
the real work. Keep yourself lima good
flv mile vunlk
DID MOT HURT FRUIT ber. Takefollow
dally and
it with a stiff
If you are going to do any
work at all do very light work.
OB8ERVER
WEATHER
BAKER gym
I do not want you to
go stale. There
SAYS COLD OF LAST NIGHT
is plenty of time for training when !
DID NO DAMAGE.
join you on the twenty-fiftEat
wholesome, well cooked food and do
This has been a spring of excep- not be afraid to drink, a little waiter.
tions, but who would have thought I am very much encouraged to hear
last night as he lay down on his dow- of your weight, 212. Keep that up
ny couch that when he awoke the and on July 4, you will win the
ground would be clothed in a blanket
of snowy white? Old timers here say
Flynn was up yesterday morning
that years ago Las Vegps witnessed at 6:30 o'clock. He took a walk
snow in the middle of August, and.
breakfast, which was served at
after seeing snow on May 13, one is 8 o'clock. He loafed until noon and,
almost inclined to believe the story. in place of gym work, the day being
walk.
Accompanying the snowfall was a Sunday, took another four-mildrop in the temperature,
the mini He was visited by the people living
m the vicinity of the
mum registered being 32 degrees.
oamp, all of
However, according to Professor J. whom admired his bulging muscles
C. Baker, weather observer at the The program of yesterday will be can
Normal University, no harm was done ried out practically every day until
the arrival of Ryan. Then hard
by either the snow or the freezing
work will be begun in earnest.
Fruit
trees
in
were
temperature.
Yesterday afternoon Curley, in com
bloom and though the blossoms will
E. W. Hart
lose their petals, the fruit will not pany with Architect
be injured.
The snow protected Mayor R. J. Taupert. Herman TlfiH
and others, looked about for a slt
blooms from the cold. The precipitaror the big arena. On account n th.
tion recorded at the Normal was .40
rain they were unable to
make all
inches.
The rains of the past week and the tue investigations they had planned.
It Is expected, however, thai th
snow of last night will be of great
cation will be selected this
week and
benefit to this section of the country
that work on the structure will
and farmers and rachmen prophesy
ben
a record breaking year. The cold
Jack Curley believes In
physical
weather has retarded the develop exercise
for himself as well
a8 for
ment of vegetation, but with heavj his
proteges.
frosts at night, the fruit growers oi a walk from Yesrterday Curlev took
town to the Flynn quar- the new state consider it a streak of
"a
He came in feeling
luck that the cold days have prevent
and
ed the blossoming of their trees,
Task" hTuUT
more work than the
openln
ounaay. curley d
drink and he never smokes
votes a couple of hou
Ing to the care of his health
and
gives that as the reason for
robust
appearance and
perpetually perfect
Physical condition. Curlev and his
Party are located in the house of J
S. Duncan,
Sr., which they have made
quite homelike.
One room (,
ed to office
. as
nr. m u
-purooeH ....
i l ib
husy as any office in town, as
Curlev
MEN FR0M LAQUNA SEND A receives bushels
of letters and tele- COMMUNICATION TO THE
siams aauy.
record-breakin-

VACATION

HER

TRUNKS, SUITCASES
and BAGS

NOMINATION.

San Francisco, May 13. Califorpresidential
preference
primary tomorrow will decide the
votes of the 26 delegates this state will
send to the national conventions. The
names of William H. Taft, Theodore
Roosevelt and Robert M. La Follette
appear on the republican ballot, while
the democrats have the privilege of
voting for Governor Wood row Wilson,
Speaker Champ Clark or Governor
Judson Harmon.
Active campaigns have been waged on behalf of all the candidates,
and on the eve of the election the
situation is admitted to be exceedingly confusing and the results equl- ly in doubt.
An uncertain factor in the contest
is the woman vote. In consequence
of the referendum vote last fail the
women of California tomorrow will
be given their first opportunity to go
to the polls and register their choice
for candidate for president
of the
United States.
According to a census taken under
the direction of the Women's Prog
ressive league of this city some
months ago there are upwards of
617,000 women eligible
to vote in
California. The number of male voters registered at the last state election was 583,000. This would have
given the women a majority in the
primaries, if they had taken advant-agof the situation. But as a matter of fact the registration of women
was comparatively light. Of one
hundred women in San Francisco only
registered. This small
enrollment of women was a severe
shock to advocates' of woman
suffrage
as they had predicted that this first
opportunity would be eagerly seized
by practically every woman in tff?
city eligible for the ballot
Though the number of women voters may be smaller than at first an
ticipated, their ballots may play a
most Important part in the presiden
tial contests in this state, especially
it tae results are clowi Alt any rate
the oman vote contributes an urioei
tain element to the situation flint
makes it difficult for the polical lead
era to figure on the outcome. It ip
also causing the politicians no end
of uneasiness, for the women havo
shown signs of independent thinking
and it is not at all certain that
they
ii vote the way their husbands do.
The speaking campaigns in hehnlr
of the various candidates will be con
tinued up to the very last hour. On
both the republican and democrats
sides the contests have been
waged
with equal vigor. Senator La Follette
is the only one of the presidential
aspirants who has been able to take
i
personal campaign here, but each of
he others has been represented hv
able managers and powerful

nia's first

When these are needed, you want the best in
quality and appearance and you want these
qualities at the lowest possible price.
With these thoughts in mind our line was selected to give you the

greatest possible value for your money.

We have an excellent variety of these lines and are able to supply
your needs with the

BEST QUALITIES at the LOWEST PRICES
TRUNKS AT $4. o TO $5.00 SUITCASES AT $1.25 TO $22.50
Laa VoJLoadinStero

VICTOR

Established

NEWEST

South Dido PLaja.

1861

e

one-quart-

WATCH THIS SPACE

FOR

PAY DAY PRICES
CELLERS DRY GOODS STORE
The Store That Sells For Less.

April 12, 1912.
Notice is hereby given than on
Within the past few weeks tha
the
22d day of
Wisconsin
senator has stumped the
November,
in acstate from end to end. Roosevnif
cordance with Section 26,
Irrigation
Law of 1907 TJ. S.
Department of Ag- speakers and Taft speakers have fol
riculture, Forest Service of Albuquer-que- . lowed close on his trail and there Is

mi,

scarcely a city, town or village in
California (that has not been
subject- ea to an oratorical bombardment
by
tne rorces of each of th throo
publican candidates.
The Roosevelt managers
Mexico.
HoMo
Such appropriation is to be made the La Follette camoaiim wtn nn
from South Fork of Gallinas at a siously affect the colonel's chance i of
point N. W. corner S. 14 T. 17 N., R. victory tomorrok. It is pointed nut
that Roosevelt has always been ner- 14 E. S. 54 degrees
3,900 feet br
means of diversion and .2075 cu. ft sonally popular in California and that
with Governor Johnson, Francis J.
sec. and is to be
conveyed to S tt
Heney and other prominent lenders
V S. 14 T. 17
N., R. 14 E. uy means in
his support he is sure to win out.
of diversion works and there used fa
Predictions
of an equally rusv hn
irrigation of 10 acres Forest Nursery
The State Engineer will take this emanate from the Tar en m n TV. i
Taft managers count upon the
back
application up for consideration on
of the business interostt of the
the 12th day of July, UU2, and all ing
state and also expect to set a
large
persons who may opose the granting
of the above application must file majority of the women's vote. The
of the Taft tie:. a tamM.
their objections substantiated with af personnel
ed as exceedingly strong. In
the list
fidavlts with the State Engineer and ot
taft delegates to the national
copy with applicant on or before that
are ten men who suppowe-- l
data
Governor Johnson for the nomination
CHARLES D. MILLER,
two years ago, but who refused
to folState Engineer
low his lead in
declaring for Roosevelt. Two of the other Taft
delegates
are women.
TEXAS PYTHIANS IN SESSION
The contest for the democratic in
Waco, Texas, May 13.- -A week ol dorsement is relieved to
be between
Interest in Pythian circles was ush Wilson and Clark. The
of
alignment
ered in here today with the arrival the California democrats In
regards
of many delegates to the annual ses- to a
presidential candidate is not so
sion of the Texas grand lodge of the distinct as it Is among the
republicans
The sessions and if there had been no primary and
Knights of Pythias.
will he held in the Cotton Palace Coli- the old time leaders had had
their
seum and will last four days. The way W is
probable that the state
Pythian Sisters also are in annual would have sent an uninstmeted delesession.
gation to Baltimore. The Wilson
candidacy has been favorably reeeiv
Old papers for sale. Optic office. ed from the start and his
campaign

County of Bernalillo, State of
New Mexico, made an
application to
the State Engineer of New Mexico
for a permit to appropriate from
the
Public waters of the State of New

r.

n

in California has been ably managed.
The most potest weapon that his foes
here have been able to bring against
him is the argument that he is not a
standpatter on the burning question
of immigration. The success of the
Clark, campaign in other states has
naturally had Its effect upon the dem
ocrats of California, which, aided by
the influence of the Hearst newspa
pers, has reulted in placing the
speaker farther to the front in the
race than would have been deemed
possible six weeks ago.

WATCHES
INGERSOLL
INGERSOLL JUNIOR ....
MIDGET

EQUITY (Waltham)

$1.00

$2.00
$2.00
$5.00

Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.

There never was a time when peo
ple appreciated the real meiits of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy more
than now.. This Is shown by the in
Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
crease in sales and voluntary testi
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
monials from persons who have been
cured by it. If you or your children
are troubled with a cough or cold
give it a trial and become acquainted
HOW'S THIS?
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interwtih its good qualities. For sale by all
We offer One Hundred Dollars Renally, acting directly upon the blood
dealers.
ward for any case of Catarrh that and mucous surfaces
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Testimonials sent free. of the system.
Price 75 cent
Cure.
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
J. E. McKeen,
1301
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Cleveland
Take Hall's Family Pills for
1
street, Wichita, Kansas, reports:
Toledo, O.
suffered from kidney troub', had
We, the undersigned, have known
pains across my back, and was F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
all played out. I began taking Foley and believe him
perfectly honorable
PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Kidney Pills and soon there was a de- in all business transactions and financided Improvement. Finally the pain cially able to carry out any obliga- Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to car
left entirely and I am fully cured of tions made by his firm.
any
all my kidney trouble." O G. Sbhae-fer- , NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, case of itching, Blind,
or
Bleeding
Red Cross Drug Co.
Toledo, O Protruding Plies in c to 14 days. 50c

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

e
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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
hero and fought among the Indian:
but that he had, in his youth, been
a member of a gang of youthful robbers in the forests of Sillesia, where
they became the especial scourge of
harmless old market women; that
he had served ten years In prison for
his crime, and, moreover, that he had
never been outside of Germany until
1900.
the immense
Nevertheless,
popularity which his writings had attained led to the formation of the
new association.

For the second
time within little more than a month
there has been an aeroplane collision
a the Johannisthal field. An aviator
named Stieploschek, flying a monoplane, was preparing to land after a
short flight when he was momentarily blinded by the sun. An instant
later his machine collided, 18 feet in
the air, with a biplane piloted by
Lieutenant Zwickan, who had his Bister as a passenger. Both machines
crashed to the ground and were destroyed.
Lieutenant Zwickan's sister suffered several broken ribs and was badly
shaken. The lieutenant's upper lip
was split and he was otherwise bruised. Stieploschek was not hurt.
The previous similar accident v
curred near the same place, when Aviators Schade and Rettinger collided.
Neither was Injured, but a man named Badowski, a passenger was badly bruised.
Berlin,

May 13.

The spy fever has registered

anoth-e-

Paris, May 13. The memory of
Laurent Mourguet, who 100 years ago
invented the stage marionettes which
America knows as the "Punch and
July show," has been honored by the
people of Lyons, who inaugurated a
monument to Mourguet in that city.
The celebration was an elaborate affair, speeches being made by a deputy, the mayor of Lyons, who pointed
out that Mourguet was born in Lyons in 1769, and by a physician of the
district. The feature of the celebrain
tion, however, was a discourse
pantomime by "Jean Guignol," which
proved to be a small wooden figure
deftly manipulated from behind the
scenes. The Punch and Judy shbw is
known in Prance as the Guignol show
and the best French spectacles of
this kind may be seen throughout the
summer In the gardens bordering the
Avenue des Champs Elysees in Paris.

d

victim, but this time the unfor-tunat- e
is a German a Prussian offH
clal and it is Russia that feels her
existence threatened by his activities.
Advices from Insterburg, East Russia, state that Captain Dressier, of
the Royal Prussian Boundary commission, ventured across the Russian
border to escort the Princess Dohna
of St. Petersburg, who had been in
East Prussia. On his return he was
arrested by the Russian border police,
taken to Wilna and imprisoned. The
only information vouchsafed by the
Russians was that Dressier is a spy.
The Prussian government has already taken steps to obtain a solution
of the apparently
peculiar circumstances of the case.

the following questions: "1. What l
your opinion on the prevalent taste
of modern society for the theater 7
Does it Indicate advance or decadence. Does the play develop the same
facilities as the book? Which, In your
opinln, Is the most profitable, listening to a dramatic performance, or
reading a book?"
A number of interesting
replies
were received. Only two writers,
Paul Sauday and Mazel saw In the
passion for the play a serious evidence of intellectual development.
The great majority pronounce firmly
against the drama and the modem
craze for theatergoing.
"The taste
for drama." writes Maurice Barres,
which is now becoming something between a vaudeville and a cinematograph, indicates a tendency to take
the line of least effort." Rene
also considers it as a proof of
laziness," but he, in addition, 8Q&S
in it a manifestation of sociability.
People, he thinks, go to the theater
not so much to enjoy themselves as
to provide themselves with topics of
conversation. M. Colrat believes the
real drama to be extinct and that
nowadays the purely spectacular element prevails on the stage. In this
he Is at one with Sar Paladan, who
holds that there are only eight real
dramatists; three Greek, one English,
two French and two German. Vincent
l'Indy, the eminent composer, prefers,
even for music, reading to representation.
Edmond Pilon also declares for the
book .which, he declares paradoxical'
ly, alone can ensure immortality for
the true drama. "The passion of Racine" he says, "the grace of Mari-vauthe Irony of de Banvllle, the
languor of de Musset are much more
apparent and appreciable in the calm
and thoughtful atmosphere of the
study than before the glare of the
chandelier and the flashing of the
spotlight."

13, 1012.

and Rio Grande) 47.6; No. 9 (west45.8..
ern)
ALL
The average precipitation for the
state, determined from the records of
148 stations, was 0.92 inch, or practically normal, and but 0.02 inch
The greatest
above April, 1911.
amount recorded was 7.30 Inches at
The Announcement of Winter
"get our air legs" as Doc called it
Anchor Mine, and the least none at
It Is morning. Up the deep canons Soon, however, we became used to
Rodeo, while but a trace occurred at
the swaying of the aeroplane as the
Red rock.
The greatest amount id and gorges, over the mountain-tops- ,
WAS COLDEST
FOURTH
MONTH any 24 hours was 2.00 lncnea at An- and across the verdant valleys and air currents rocked it from side to
EVER RECORDED IN HISTORY
chor Mine on the 5th and 6th. The waving field of ripened grain, moves side.
OF NEW MEXICO.
About the third day out I noticed
average snowfall for the state was the fog. Thru the open meadows and
3.8 inches, and the average number o. timbered woods of the mountains it that one of the wings was working
Santa Fe, N M
May 13 The days with 0.01 Inch or more precipt goes, hiding from the sunlight the loose, so taking my repair kit and
month of April, 1912, was the coldcsi tat Ion was five. The district aver- grass and trees alike, as if it were buckling my patent air life saver
within the period covered by the rec- ages were as follows: No. 7, IJKJ the blanket of darkness, manipulated around my waist I crawled oat and
ords in New Mexico, averaging 1.8 Inch; No. 8, 0.90 inch; No. 9, 0.49 by the brand of the Evil One, shutting began to tighten the loose bolts. I
off from God's Holy Light, the spirit had hardly finished my job when I
degrees colder than the lowest previ- inch.
of man.
was surprised to see that the engines
ous, record, that of April, 1900. ExCHARLES E. LINNEY.
But it does not move as one. Thru were not running and that we were
cept the last two or three days the
Section Director.
the aisles of the forest, glide shadowy only floating in the air. My position
month was cold throughout, the
forms of mist spirits of the Unknown was extremely dangerous, because
nights being especially cold. SomeDead, roaming about the woodland my weight, placed on the extreme end
what colder than the general condibecause
they have no other place to of the outer wing would soon overtion of the month were the days from
go. Often, a shadowy ghost
slips come the balance of the ship and
the 1st to 3d, 6th to 8th, 13th and
BA8EBALL NOTE8.
tree-topInto
the
cause it to turn turtle. I worked my
upward
and
above,
20th to 23d, and, as a rule, the 2d
and is lost in the myriad of other way back to the hold of the aerowas the coldest day of the month.
forms.
plane where I found everything in
Fairly warm days occurred after the
One cannot recognize an object fifty confusion; the oil tanks of our largThe
Athletics
hold
the
season's
23d, but the 30th was generally the
record for taking out pitchers, hav- feet away, so dense is the fog. And est engine had sprung a leak and we
warmest day of the month.
not only does the mist hide the ob could not stop the hole as the tanks
used five beavers in a
ing
A general
deficiency in tempera- game.
but it is covered with ice, for were situated below the hold and the
ject,
ture occurred throughout the state,
Columbus, Minneapolis and Toledo it has, in the higher mountains, been oil was brought to the engine by a
greatest along the foothills of the have been
in the intensely cold. Every
tree, every suction pump. Without the oil In
showing the
Sangre de Cristo range in Mora, San American association so way
and
twig,
blade
of
every
far this seagrass has that tank we were lost for we had
Miguel and Santa Fe counties, where son.
been covered with shining white only enough oil to take us to our desit exceeded 5 degrees a aay;
large
Pitchers Kretzer, Schardt and Ying-lln- crystals, until the woods appear aa a tination and rto get us back to civilialso in the middle and lower Kio
of the Brooklyn Dodgers. Looks silvery palace, bestrewed with dia zation again.
Grande valley and thence southwest like a "Chink"
We held a hurried consultation and
mixed up in a Volks-fest- . monds. The carpet is of the frozen
to the Arizona border. A
blades of grass, and the walls are of decided that our only plan was to
deficiency
of at least 2 degrees a day occurred,
Arthur Zimmerman, brother of Hei-ni- e the misty forms, ever changing, but land and
try and save what was
however, in every part of the state,
left of the oil. We landed on the
Zimmerman of the Cubs, has sign- always the same.
and the general average exceeded f ed with the
But the shadowy forms are not shore of a bay, close to the ocean's
McKeesport team in the
degrees a day. Light to killing frost O and P. league.
spirits of evil. They are the spirits edge; but our oil was gone and our
occurred with more or less regularity
The Giants have been doing great of winter1. They have announced only hope of rescue was from some
that soon the woods, the canons, the passing whaling vessel.
throughout the month, no part of the work with the stick. Seven of
state escaping, but the very backThere was not a sign of any inhabmen including two pitchers valleys and the grain fields will be
come the palace, walled with deep itants nearby, but we did not mind
ward season, owing to continued cold, have clouted for .300 or better.
Charley Hall tops the list of win- drifts of snow, and carpeted with the this so much, just then for we were
largely mitigated its affect.
The precipitation of the month av- ning pitchers with the Boston Red same shining crystal, of King Win- kept busy for several days in making
eraged just normal, although a large Sox and is the real "hope" of the ter, and that he shall reign supreme shelters out of our aeroplane and in
until his cold heart Is conquered by laying up a supply of meat from the
excess occurred in the lower Rio Hub fans.
Much of the success of the Calla- the gentle warmth of Spring.
seals, of which there were a large
Grande valley, In central Valencia,
number In the bay. After our refuge
han
crew
Is
to
due
the fine work of
Socorro, Luna, western Otero, eastern
was complete we began to stock it
Taos and eastern Union counties. The two youngsters Rath at second and
A Winter In the Northwest
our household utensils from ithe
Weaver
with
at
short.
remainder of the state generally had
It was October In the year 1952
With a new ball park, a double-decaeroplane
includtg the stove which
a small excess or a slight deficiency,
when our little crew of trained areowe soon rigged up to burn the fat
and
rteam
grandstand
a
that
is
oca
rather
although
playing nauts said goodbye to their friends
large deficiency
from our seals in place of wood.
curred in southwest Torrance county. ball like champions, Washington on the shores of
Bay and stepThe winter moved on and our supfans
have
been
a
run
getting
unuswas
of
genuine
The snowfall
the month
ped into the aeroplane which was to
for their money.
became smaller and smaller. We
ply
them Into the great unknown
ually heavy, especially along the westwere
After starting the season like win- carry of
facing starvation and had alern slopes of the Sangre de Cristo
the northwest Our maregion
ners,
dissensions
among the owners chine was the best Ithat money could ready begun to shew pieces of hide
to San Juan ranges.
Since the be
ana me illness of Manager Bresna-haand shoe lacings when the Ice broke
buy and was stocked with all kinds
ginning of October, 1911, the snowhave put a criss-cros- s
up and we were able to obtain fresh
In
of
38.4
crimp
machine
provisions; food, clothing,
fall for the state has average
me uaramals.
seal meat again.
repairs, wireless telegraph outfit and
inches, which is a remarkable record.
The summer was almost gone and
Bargain sale in baseball
medicines
of all kinds.
Precipitation occurred quite general Surest thing
we
were beginning to despair of ever
A
know.
you
We were not trying to discover any
Newark,
ly over the state on the 5th to 7th, N. J
home again when one day
store
department
reaching
advises
M
new
region of territory, but were go we
16th to 18th, 24, 27th and 28th, while cent tickets
saw a vessel off in the distance
for International league
to
own
our
ing
on
satisfy
and,
other games at 42
curiosRy
scattered showers occurred
cents a piece.
y
at the same tlm, to have a MtUe ad We fired guns and shouted and wavdates.
Pitcher Ed Walsh, of the White
ed
in the endeavor to attract
Sox, i venture up in that country
where , i. i flags
The sunshine of the month averaged
.
.
- -..
.
me real s. O. S. kid of the
we uiu t uiai wo
abieuLwu;
hig there would be no newspaper
re I
There were lG clear leagues.
about normal.
were saved at last as the vessel
Hardly a day passes with- porters to bother us.
days, 10 partly cloudy and four cloudy out a spitball king bein- - sent i ,
We were a select body of men, all seemed to be making straight for us
days, considering the state as a do the rescue stunt.
our horror, it turned
agreeable companions, skilled me when. Imagine
At Santa Fe there was 75
whole.
Cy Young was left at hnm u,h
and
sailed
calmly
away. I believe
chanics and one of our number, Joe
per cent of the total possible sun- the Boston Braves hit the western
next
ten
the
that
were longer
minutes
was
a
doctor by profession,
Dexter,
shine, and at Roswell 79 per cent. trail. Kline must ha h.M....
than ten years to us when we were
uaun an . aviator by pleasure.
Jim
"viuiug
Big
The month was rather a windy one; 'Uncle Cyrus" in order to niir htm i
forced to admit, that they had
Rogers was captain of the crew, he finally
a maximum velocity of 36 miles was a banta Claus act next
Christmas.
one who had suggested the not seen us.
the
being
recorded at the agricultural college,
neres a runny one. Because Tv trip and furnished most of the
We went back to our hut and sat
money,
39 miles at Santa Fe and 466 at Ros- Cobb works at first
base and makes Harry Smith and George Booth were down in utter silence; we were too
well. The prevailing direction for the a bluff at pitching
during nmrfi
the helmsmen, their job was to steer sick and disgusted with our advena story is going the rounds
month was from the southwest.
chaiging the aeroplane and to keep the en- ture to even talk. We must have re
mm with trying to
Temperature.
disrupt th fim gines in running order; I was the gen- mained Inside for some six or eight
for the
The mean temperature
The United States league is
compet eral repair man for the whole outfit, hours, when we were aroused by
shouts on the shore of our little bay.
state, determined from the records of ing with major league clubs in Chi and cook, a
job I disliked very muoh
76 stations, having a mean altitude oago, umeinnati, Pittsburgh.
We
rushed out and there stood our
nip- but we had drawn lots for the job
of about 5,000 feet, was 47.30" degrees, land, New York and Washington th
and I could not shift It to anyone old friend Dick Stanley, newspaper
e
or 4.3 degrees below the normal, and
league at Reading and the else. The captain's duty was to make reporter, who had come In search of
5.2 degrees below April, 1911.
The Virginia league at Richmond.
the observations and to keep the log, us. To say that we were glad can
60.8
local
mean
was
monthly
highest
he was also to help steer In case not express our feelings of the mo
degrees at Carlsbad, and the highest
A NERVOUS
of illness of the helmsman. The doc- ment; we were wild, we embraced
WRECK
recorded temperature 96 degrees at
Mrs. Mae McKJnight of Oronogo, tor's duty was to see that everything each other as tho we were lovers
who had not met for years.
the same station on the SOth. The Mo., writes "I was simply a nervous was clean and santtary and to
help
In a short time we were on our
lowest local monthly mean was 32.6 wreck. I could not even walk across in the cooking.
We all worked in
home to good old New York
at
way
and
lowest
the
Winsors,
the floor with my heart fluttering
degrees
shifts, except the captain,
we resolved, was good enough
4 degrees at and I suffered with such
which,
recorded temperature
on
was
who
duty all the time, Harry
bearing down
Chama on the 14th. The greatest lo- sensations every month.. Lvdla E and myself being the day crew while for any man to live in and If he want
cal monthly range In temperature was Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has George and Doc were the night crew. ed adventure he had better get It at
66 degrees at Artesia, Carlsbad and not only done
The first two thousand miles of our home where he was known rather
my nerves n world of
In an unhablted country.
46
and
least
the
Knowles,
degrees at good, but has relieved me from pain journey were uneventful, and we were than
Solano, Vlrsylvla and Wfnsors, while and I am recommending it to my slad of It, for it gave U9 a chance to
the greatest local dally range of tem friends."
become used to our machine and to
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
Because your case is a difficult one
perature was 59 degrees at Knowles
on the 30th. The district averages don't continue to suffer, but try Lywere as follows: No. 7 (Canadian and dia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Com
northeast) 47.7. degrees; No. 8 (Pecos pound.
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Two social fads have marked tne
Parisian season which is brought to
a close with the Grand Prix running
race at Longchamps in the early part
of June. The first has been the growing custom of fashionable people to
attend boxing exhibitions, and the
second has been renewed interest in
fancy dress balls, which held such an CASCARETS CURE A
Following a mistake in the use of important place in the court life of
BILIOUS HEADACHE
an anaesthetic, which caused the early France.
One of the most original of the redeath of a schoolboy aboui to underGently but thoroughly clease your
go a minor operation, Sisteir Gertrude cent masked balls was the Hungarian
Liver, Stomach and Bowels and
Wancek, a veteran nurse at the Royal fete given by Madame de Yturbe in
you feel great by morning.
Hospital here, committed suicide by her mansion in the Avenue du Bois
injecting into herself a portion of the de Boulogne. All the guests appeared
You're bilious, you have a throbsame poison which had just killed In Hungarian national costume. The
bing sensation In your head, a bad
hostess received her guests in a su- taste in
her patient.
your mouth, your eyes burn,
The lad, Wiley Rleger, the 14 year perb Hungarian dress, with a mantle
your skin Is yellow, with dark rings
old son of a veterinary surgeon at richly embroidered with fur and a under
your eyes; your lipa are
Koepenick, had been taken by his head-dres- s
sparkling with diamonds. parched. No wonder you feel ugly,
mother to the clinic for throat and Her, daughter wore a picturesque mean and
Your sytsem
nose diseases of the Royal hospital 'Hungarian
peasant costume. The is full of bile not properly passed on,
to have a growth in the nose and on men wore mostly Venetian cloaks and what you need Is a cleaning up
the tonsils removed.
over evening dress with knee inside. Don't continue being a bilious
A half per cent, solution of a drug, breeches and silk stockings.
Among nuisance to yourself and those who
to be used as a local anaesthetic, the guests who appeared in sumptu love you. and don't resort to harsh
was accidentally overturned and spill ous fancy dresses were the Infanta
physics that irritate and injure.
ed Just as the surgeon was preparing Eulalla, Princess Stephanie of Bel- that every disorder of the
to operate and in hurriedly renewing glum, the Grand Duke Paul of Russia or sicken
the supply Sister Gertrude took It the Russian Ambassador and Mme stomach, liver and intestines can be
from a bottle containing a 20 per Isvolsky, the German Ambassador quickly cured by morning with gencent solution of the same drug, kept and the Baroness von Schoen and the tle, thorough Casearets they work
In the same closet and differing from Princess Murat. The music was pro while yon sleep. A
box from
the bottle with the weaker solution vided by a real
Hungarian gypsy your druggist will keep you and the
band in black uniforms, and a feature entire family feeling good for months.
only in the label.
When the injection with the con- - or theball was a Hungarian mazunca Children love to take Cascarets, becentrated anaesthetic was made the danced hv ten coiimleH led hv Don cause they taste good and never gripe
lad stiffened out and died almost im- Luis, the son of the Infanta Eulalia. or sicken.
mediately. As soon as the nurse realAmong the most interesting books
ized her mistake she became frantic forming the library of the late Henri
and before she could be prevented had Houssaye to be sold by auction soon,
administered from the same syringe is a slender volume bound in faded
WITH THE BOXERS
a fatal dose to herself. In a quarter velvet which once belonged to the
of an hour she was dead. Public unfortunate Marie Antoinette. It is
Mike Gibbons, the St. Paul star,
opinion blames those responsible for called "The Garden of French Llllies"
keeping together the two easily con- and contains a number of poems ad- and Paddy Lavin will clash in Buf
fused bottles quite as mudh as the dressed by a certain Jphann Rauken-strauc- falo May 14.
Two defeats at the hands of Frank
unfortunate nurse.
to the young archduchess at
Klaus
have aout put Jack Dillon out
the time of her marriage with the
of
the
middleweight championship
The "Karl May Association" has Dauphin of France, afterwards Louis
class.
XVI.
is
The
it
are
avowwith
formed
here
the
admitted,
poems,
been
just
In taking over the Arena the PI!
ed purpose of helping the public to but mediocre productions, but as a
A. A. of Boston made a
grim
souvenir
Is
the
book
little
precious.
forget the youthful sins of the man
The building is a corker in
Henri Houssave was fond of telling
whose name the association bears.
to
hold boxing shows.
which
how
he picked it up by chance at the
Karl May, who died on April 1 near
bout
The recent McFarland-Well- a
"Ham
a
Fair"
lot
of
and
Junk
was
among
for many years the hero
Dresden,
In New York was a big financial sucof Young Germany. His most popu- paid a few cens for it. Aflbther
cess.
McFarland took down ?10,50f
lar stories dealt with the American "lot" which is likely to yield a high while Wells' share was
$9,500.
Indians around the Civil war period, price, is a copy of the "Dictionary of
and May himself figures In most c the French Academy," of 1694. The DAUGHTERS OF THE REVOLUTION
them as a swaggering hero, who be- work is in two volumes bound in old
Boston, Mass., May 13. Headquarcame chief of the Indian tribe with Morocco leather bearing on the cov ters were
opened at the Hotel
ers the arms of Mademoiselle de
which he fought.
for the annual convention
today
Some two years ago, however, it Montpensler stamped in gold.
of the general society of the Daughwas
learned through an action
ters of the Revolution. More than
A French literary review addressed
brought by the author for libel, that
600 delegates
are in the city and
not only had he not been a great to a number of well known writers
many others are expected to arrive
before the real business of the conBULLETIN
vention is taken up tomorrow morning. Much interest Is manifested In
the meeting for the reason that the
biennial eflection of all the national
i
yi
officers takes place this year. Lively
NERTHER
campaigns are (being conducted in
COMITY
If an old sore existed simply because the flesh was diseased at that the interest of the numerous candiparticular spot, it would be an easy matter to apply some remedy directly dates. The business
sessions of the
to the place that would kill the germs; or the
FORGET
diseased flesh might be
removed by a surgical operation and a cure effected. But the very fact convention will conclude Wednesday,
that old sores resist every form of local or external treatment, and even but the program of entertainment
return after being cut away, shows that back of them is a morbid cause will carry the gathering
through the
which must be removed before a cure can result.
Just as lone as the
pollution continues in the blood, the uloer remains an open cesspool for the entire week.
deposit of impurities which the circulation throws oft. S. S. S. cures Old Sores
In making your preparations
for
by purifying the blood. It removes every trace of impurity and taint from
WYOMING CONVENTIONS.
the hot weather which is coming, it
the circulation, and thus completely does away with the cause.
When
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 13. In ac- would not be amiss to lay in a goodS. S. S. has cleansed the blood, the sore begins to heal, and it is not a
surface cure, but the healing process begins at the bottom; soon the dis- cordance with the provisions of the ly supply of ice. Our ice is pure and
charge ceases, the inflammation leaves, and the place fills in with firm, new primary law the ' state conven- wholesome and can be relied upon to
healthy flesh. Under the purifying and tonic effects of S. S. S. the system tions of both the republicans and
give the best of satisfaction. When
is built up, and those whose health has been impaired by the drain and
worry of an old sore will be doubly benefited by its use. Book on Sores democrats of Wyoming assembled In in need of ice, order from
and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who write.
this city today to select the delegates
THE CRY8TAL ICE CO.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA. to the national conventions.
Phone Main 227.
i
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SOUTHERN GOLF TOURNEY
Nashville, Tenn., May 13. A large
number of fair golfers thronged the
links of the Nashville Country club
today in final practice for the an
mial championship tournament of the
woman s Southern Golf association,
in which the qualifying rounds will
be played tomorrow.
It will be the
second annual tournament of the association, which was organized last
year at Atlanta. The entries include
well known women golf players of
Louisville, Atlanta, Memphis.
New
Orleans and a number of other cities
of the south.
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

TO SANTA FE, N. M.
AND

RETURN

Account Annual Reunion Scottish Rite
Masons,

Tickets on sale flay 12th to

15th inclusive.

May 20th.

Good for
.
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return until

.

D. L. BATCH ELOR,

Agent
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be Judged by the worst in IL If only
the best Is to be considered, all would
be found worthy of praise, for all
ESTABLISHED 1879.
have don good i the world.
Published By
What is said of Christian faiths,
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
may be said wlth.Hkq.ial truth of the
Hebrews. The Jewrloth as to religion
(Incorporated)
and nationality; 'Tim been of incalcu- EDITOR able service to tte world. Notwlth-- ;
M. PADGETT
tanding the almost ' universal con-- ;
lemnatlon of Mohammedanism by the
Christian world, the Moslem religion
is far supeHbr to no religion. So with
Bntered at the poctofflce at But Buddhism wWPh-- lays down one or
lm Vegas. New Mexico, (or uransmls the purest, jcodes of ethics known to
ton through the United States mails man.
a second class matter.
us cease to charge differences
of thought, of temperament, of charTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
acter arising from enviroment, to
Dally, by Carrier:
defects of religion. It will be well if
$ .06 we have a dogfet now and then of the
Per Copy
15 faultlessness of our own
One Week
beliefs, if we
65 cease to hold so
One Month
absolutely ito the in
7.50
On
Tew
fallibility of our own judgments
Daily by MaM
When put to the test of fire, stubble
56.00 can be found in nil eroeds and In all
One Tear
Six Months
civilizations.
None is perfect,, no, not one. AlbuWEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
querque Journal

ptu

mil

,

I

GROWER

One Year
tlx Months

12.00
1.00

HOW MANY "BOSSES

orlte proposition thus far
Roosevelt to carry the city.

13,

1912.

PRICE OF HORSES

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 13. An early move
ment in the coalers slackened In the
second hour of Wall street transactions today, fears of a possible adverse decision by the supreme court,

which reconvenes today, and heaviness of United States Steel and Union
Pacific militating against further activity.
United States Steel and other me
tals reflected selling pressure through
out the morning. Bonds were steady.
A new high record for Canadian
" i and strength in
Pacific at
American Sugar, which, at 133, sold
at its best in several years, were almost the only notable features of the
noon hour. The market lapsed into
dullness and hesitancy. Trading was
very dull in the latter part of the afternoon and about the only feature
of interest was a further rise in Can
adian Pacific and Lehigh Valley, the
latter touching 178. The marked
closed heavy.
Announcement that the supreme
court had adjourned for a fortnight
without taking action in the coal itrust
cases had no material effect on Le
high Valley and Reading, but the list
asqulred more strength on the rie of
Union
Pacific.
Denver and Rio
Grande, common and preferred, weak
ness lacked explanation. The rise in
Union Pacific failed to hold and was
followed by selling of Reading, Uni
ted States Steel, Lehigh Valley and
other standard shares.
The closing sales for thS day were:
83
Amalgamated Copper

ted States, of which Chicago now is western farmers and consumers would
the main distributing center. "It is a be seriously Injured. That this would
curious and Instructive fact,". Half be the effect Is shown by the report
Mr. Hamlin, "that the only industry of the majority members of the ways'
from which it is seriously proposed and means committee of congress le
to remove the protection of the tariff commending free sugar In which they
duty Is the one industry in which the ay that 'the industrial position of
farmers of the west are deeply con- refining deserves primary eonsii
As a matter of fact the whole
cerned.
The Interests of the smalt
has
An "agent for the wilderness"
been produced in Chicago by the an- group of refiners In New York would n illation for free sugar has ber
nual problem of vacations, a lifelong be served by ouch action while th brought by the New York refiners
love for the sylvan solitudes having
urged H. G. McCartney, of the Chicago Athletic club to become "a solicitor for primeval forests and rivers."
He not only makes it a point to gel
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
into the midst of the solitudes him
self but systematically turns missloa
ary to Induce as many other men a
possible to go as he goes and wher
he goes. Probably no man in the
country has located, so many retreats
of the trout and muskelunge as he.
This year at his camp at the very
head waters of the Mississippi he expects to discover some new ones. The
"end of the trail" for him will lead
to the divide whence one can go by
canote to tidewater either north of
south as one elects. He has assembled there a "wilderness library" that
embraces about everything written
about the great outdoors and its deniTelephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
zens.
However, Mr. McCartney has
show you.
learned that one can dispense with
ensome things primitive and still
joy ithe primeval, 'consequently his
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
lodge has bathroom?, its porch has
screens against the mosjuito and a
cow and vegetable garden are adornWhale n, & Fowler Props
Ph jne Main 344,
ments of the landscape. Years of experience have taught him how to
make a canoe comfortable with caned seats and backs, and how to outfit for an outing without missing the
things that are most needd when ni
ramp. "My camp Is located where
the first land on the continent emerged from the prehistoric floods," he
said, "so it really was the beginning
as it is now the end of the trail.
To any one paying cash or settling in full
There is where the fish bite best,
every 30 days, we will give the well known Rogers
but better yet to me, there lies the
wilderness, out of whose silent, restTriple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our winful soul we once came; unto which,
dow. See back of sale slips for basis of drawing.
as of instinct, we turn when in need
once and become a regular customer
Commence
of comfort and restoration."
made on the Royal Edward of a dean
vice called a
invention of Professor H. T. Barnes
of the MoGill University, which was
designed to automatically report on a
dial in the chart room when Icebergs
are in the vicinity.
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Chicago, May 13. High prices for
horses are being forced still higher
by the enormous task of replanting
the farm acreage on which wheat was
winter killed in Illinois and adjacent
states and is bringing' hundreds of
farm buyers to the Chicago horse
market. The crop damage hat has
made necessary ithe great amount of
replanting and the high winter prices
for feed has created a demand for
horse flesh that is unprecedented. In
Ilinois over half of the wheat acreage, In Indiana and Ohio about 45 per
cent of it and in other states 10 to
20 per cent has
been abandoned,
which means that horse power will
be needed for milions of acres more
than normal. This demand so greatly exceeded the supply of horses discarded as a result of the use of motor
trucks in the cities that prices are rapidly climbing. High prices for feed
have made horse flesh expensive anyway and a new price record will be
set. In preparation for this emergency demand some of the horse
dealers at the stock yards have been
scouting for equlnes for several
weeks. H. B. Throop, an authority
on horses and who has sold as many
as 60 horses in a minute, has predicted that draught horses will Hae
considerably higher five years from
now than ever before. "The automo
bile and motor truck don't really at
feet the demand for horses, the demand is so enormous and nation
wide."

(Gash In Advance for Mall SubscripDID COLONEL KILL?
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
(Continued From Page One)
e responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
ous egotist and a flatterer and dema
gogue."
Mr. Taft suggested that there would
ill. PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT be "but little
hope for the future of
TIME
THIS EXPIRATION OF
this nation if Mr. Roosevelt were
PAID FOR.
wafted to the skies In a chariot, like Atchison
106
the prophet of old, and there was no Great Northern
132
the
are
Advertisers
guaranteed
one left to do the Job Mr. Roosevelt New York Central
119
circulation
and
weekly
dally
largest
him to do. Northern Pacific
120
at any newspaper in Northwestern said the country needs
The
132
president's speech boiled over Reading
New Mexico.
with attacks and criticisms of Colo- Southern Pacific
112
nel Roosevelt.
Union Pacific
171
TELEPHONES
"You'd suppose there wasn't any- United States Steel
Main 2
69
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 9 body in the country to do this job United States Steel, pfd
111
NEWS DEPARTMENT
that Mr. Roosevelt talks about, but
himself," said the president at one
MONDAY, MAY 13, 1912.
point. "It's L h I. all the time with MRS. JAMES S. DUNCAN
A total of $6,435,000 rental for 99
him. Suppose you feed that egotism
was the sum named in a lease
years
DEAD IN CALIFORNIA
and vanity, put him in office with a
executed for Mrs. Hetty
recently
of
a
sense of power and
disregard
The creation of a federal depart
of
Green
Chicago, the rate being $65,-00constitutional restrictions; it would
WIFE OF PROMINENT CITIZEN OF
for the use of a strip of ment of public works has been proa
year
be dangerous for this country.
LAS VEGAS SUDDENLY
land 46 by 190 feet In the business posed to hasten the reclamation of
"I hold that man a demagogue and
SUMMONED
district. A milling company will re overflowed and swamp lands of the
ft flatterer who comes, out and tells
Mrs. James S. Duncan, Sr., died place the building with a modern country for which the National Drainthe people they know It all. I hate a
Saturday night in Los Angeles where structure 1
stories high at a cost age congress recently took up cudI like a man to tell the
flatterer.
she has been since last summer for of about $1,000,000 which of course gels. During April at the New Ortruth straight out' and I hate to see a her health. Mrs. Duncan has been In will add that much to the value of leans convention of the Drainage conman try to honeyfugle' the people by poor health for the
past year, but Mrs. Green's land. This lease has gress there was Informal discussion
telling them something he don't be her condition was not considered se been taken as a horrible example of among the delegates of a new federal
RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE
lieve.
rious and her death came suddenly. the present system of taxation, It toe- department whose head should toe a
"Do you think that Abraham Lin M,r. Duncan and her
daughter. Miss ing urged that the social,.irowth oi member of the president's cabinet but
RellgKi is a subject upon which coin, to whom Mf. Roosevelt so often lixiuise smitn, accompanied ner to the city has given the present value recently the idea was formally launchmost people feel deeply. So much refers; to whom he likes to compare
California and were wih .her at the to the real estate but that the incre- ed by the Iowa State Drainage assocannot be said always of their reason. himself and to whom he bears less time of
ment 'has gone to the land owners ciation and it is said that drainage
her death.
Most of the beliefs of the world are resemblance than any one I know in
Mrs. Duncan, nee Miss ixmise Smith, and not to the public.
"Private own- associations of other states also may
more the results of environment than the history of this country, would
of
land is con- take it up. The Iowa association
or
of
a
was
native
but
Kan.,
possession
ership
Topeka,
of logic. The people of one countrv have acted as Mr. Roosevelt has and
had been a resident of Las Vegas for ceded to be essential," a bulletin of adopted resolutions which pointed out
are Catholics; those living in another misrepresented me as he has
25 years.
about
She is survived by the American Economic league de- the scattered administration of fedcountry Just across a river fire all
and reclamation
"Mr. Roosevelt promises the millen-iu- four sisters, Mrs. McDonald of Tope clares, "but when we permit such eral construction
Protestants. The people of each faith
free from bosses. Well, then, ka, Mrs. Hale Lutz of Lincoln county, ownership as that of Mrs. Green to work, the fact that their departments
believe they are right because they
to administer pub
why wasn't there a millenium during Mrs. Phil Doll of San Francisco and include not only results from indivi- are not organized
have been raised that way.
lic
and
works
that
was
he
a
they and public
seven
of
result
president?
the
the
Mrs. Frank Rain of Kansas City, and dual effort but also
years
Adhering to all religions ol civili- One indictment," he continued, "is one
should be placed under the
buildings
not
does
it
Will
is
who
neterprise,
community's
brother,
Smith,
living
zation are found men of great educa- the character of the campaign Mr. in Arizona. A
a
daughter, Miss ixmise appear that we go far toward condon- engineering organization of such
powers;
of
reasoning
profound
tion,
Person- Smith, and a son, Charles Smith, by ing a violation of the eighth com- department excepting only the works
Is carrying out.
Roosevelt
no one can question their sincerity.
I feel that more deeply tban any her first husband, Jud Smith, also sur- mandment?" According to this view required by the army and navy.
This truth applies to Jew, Mohamme ally because I think he is to be in- vive her.
the cos of living has been advanced
other,
dan, Catholic and Protestant; to Brah- dicted for making the kind of accuMrs. Duncan was married to James about 50 per cent by the policy of
The "market end" of fruit growing
man and Buddhist. In each of them
which S. Duncan of this city three years exacting revenue from industry in- this year is bringing many sharp eyed
libellous
and
campaign
satory
there are good people, and bad.
me, the president of the ago in Colorado Springs. The body, stead of land values. The census of Lpilgrims to Chicago, and the whole
In view of these facts, may it not be required
in order to save the accompanied by the ihuslband a)nd 1900 showed that 250,251 persons are sale houses are called upon to give
United
States,
wise for each of us to be a little tolto come out on the daughter, will be brought to Las Ve- possessed of $67,000,000,000 of the to "'Pointers" on how to get more money
I
erant of the opinions and beliefs of cause represent, about
and
making polit- gas for burial. They win leave Los tal of $95,090,000,000 of 'the nation's for fruit. The fruit farmer seems to
go
those who differ from us in religious platform
One
in my behalf and doing Angeles tonight, arriving here Wed wealth, or in other words, that three have waked up business-wise- .
ical
speeches
faith?
tenths of one per cent of the popula- wrote: "Of the bonanza, profits.
a modest man
nesday.
At the great Methodist quadrennial, something that
tion possess 71 per cent of the na have learned, are in the market end.
now in session in Minneapolis, Bishop
tion's wealth. It is said ithat the late When I see apples "on a hotel bill at
CHANGE
REPRESENTATION
TO
delivered an address
Wlliam Bur
John Jacob Astor, now a British sub 20, 25 and 40 cents each, I want to
13. Secretary
Wil
Chicago,
May
that belonged to a past age rather THE WHOLE BUNCH IS liam
com jeot, receives a reevnue of $10,000,00 grow the variety that is served at
of
the
republican
Hayward
to
was
devoted
It
than to the present.
mittee, who arrived today to take over here for allowing American citi such prices and sell them to the man
intemperate criticism of the Roman
VICTORY
charge of the preliminary work for zens to transact business op Manhat- who supplies that 'high cost of high
CERTAIN
Of
Catholic church. The bishop says:
the committee's hearing on contests tan Island.
living.' trade. Is there anything new
"Roman Catholicism is substantially
in variety, pack or label?" Records
6, admitted that he has a plan
June
paganism in its conceptions, doct.'ines. TAFT, LA FOLLETTE AND ROOSEof the winter show a great difference
of southern
for
the
as
safe
test
of
Another
and
searchlights
promises,
traditions, fears, hopes
VELT SAY THEY WILL CARin prices paid for different varieties
con
in
the
will
representation
republican
travel
most of which have no counterpart in
guards of
RY CALIFORNIA.
In apples alone the difference means
but declined to discuss it
vention,
to
the
to
reports
be
made, according
reality."
San Francisco, May 13. The manmillions of dollars, as several million
to
is
His
however,
pro
said,
plan
Of course such a statement Is not
Chicago headquarters of the League
of the Taft, Roosevelt and
barrels went into storage. When
agers
for
vide
by
congres
.representation
the
cannot
Pvfblic
only
for
out
and
borne
Safety, practioaly
by the facts
were equally enthu sional districts based on the actual
bureaus
ocean-goinvessels carrying search Spitzenbergs and Northern Spys from
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and secure just what you want in this line of
goods FREE. We will sell you goods as cheap as or
cheaper than our competitors. Give us a trial, we
want you for a steady customer.

Las Vegas Mercantile Co,
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Distributing
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The Prescriptionist

WTIC, MONOAY, MAY

18, 1912.

C. I. Jones, who is employed In La
Junta as a Santa Fe draftsman, la in
TO
Las Vegas visiting friends and relatives.
State Senator John S. Clark after
spending several days in Las Vegas
left yesterday afternoon for Santa
Fe.
W. G. Ogle, the land man, returned
Saturday night from an erf ended
business trip to CarrolKon, W. Va. On
his return trip Mr. Ogle stopped off THE CHAMPION WAS STAGGERED
IN THE SECOND ROUND BUT
In Kansas.

WOLGAST HAD

HUB S

HUSTLE FOR

I-'-

Comstock returned Saturday nigh from a short business trip
to Kansas.
The man who does the
Paul McCormlck was In Las Vegas
weighing, the measuring
and today from his ranch
yesterday
the man who knows how
near
Chaperfco.
and why the man on
Wes-ne- r
Henry Brown, foreman oi the
whom everything depends.
were
and
Frank
Gallegos
ranch,
Our responsibility is never
SAVED HIMSELF
at
Harvey's.
Sunday
guests
lost sight of for a moment
J. K. Clevenger a Santa Fe official
in prescription filling. Every
San Francisco, May 13. Two forfrom
Pueblo, was in las Vegas yesour
prescription leaving
tunate drives in (the third round saved
terday and today on business.
store is faultless from any
Lightweight Champion Ad Wolgast
United States Attorney Stephen B.
standpoint that you may
from an adverse newspaper decision
Davis, Jr., left yesterday afternoon
take. You may feel safe
bout against Willie
in his
for Santa Fe on an official business
and sure if we Till your
Ritchie here Saturday. In the other
trip.
prescription.
three rounds, Ritchie carried the
OUie B. Earickson and bride are
fighting to Wolgast, and the chamin Las Vegas, stopping off en route
was bleeding profusely at the
pion
Mrs. Earickson's hdme in Misfinish from cuts on the face and
WINTERS DRUG CO. from
souri to Font Sumner, where they will
WAA linROfttllmnnlh oHhnitpii Riff-hiWILL SOUND ALARMS OF FIRE!
reside.
dec!
a
draw
ed.
writers
gave
Sport
Phone Main a
AND BE U8ED A3 A POLICE
Mrs. W. C. Dennis returned last
8 Ion.
CALL
visit
months'
a
several
from
night
Ritchie went to the mat twice in
with friends and relatives in Ohio,
the
third, Wolgast sending home a
After eight months in a state of
'Indiana and Illinois.
left stab that clipped his opponswift
of
the
city
Dan Kelly was in las Vegas Satur tnoccupancy the tower
ent over cleanly each time. The first
presthe
with
honored
is
again
day and yesterday from his home in hall
lme, Ritchie came to his feet on the
Trinidad visiting his parents, Mr. ence of a bell, and from now on the rebound, but the second time he took
toll of a clear toned, 300 pound bell
and Mrs. H. W. Kelly.
the count. Ritchie fought doggedly
will
give the fire alarm, announce
Edward Le Danne arrived the lat
during the closing session, landing
ter part of last week from his home meetings of the council, and call the left and right swings to the head reEasit
the
memlbers
of
The
ollce.
in Owensturo. Ky., and will spend the city
but his blows lacked suffiside fire department spent, from 7 peatedly,
summer In Las Vegas.
cient steam to check the vicious on
2
in
after
the
until
Mrs. Albert Gerard left this after o'clock yesterday
was
who
bell in its place. slaught of the champion,
noon for Lamy where she will join noon mounting
with almost
unimpared
fighting
electrical
Mr. Gerard who is employed by the After making the necessary
30 inch fast colored figured
strength at the finish.
attachments It will be ready for
Santa Fe railroad there.
Batiste in light and dark patThe fight did not show clearly
W. E. Nutting, a prominent drugterns at 10c a yard.
whether
Qr not Wolgast has suffered
the
calls
For fire alarms and police
gist of Raton, accompanied by A.
from his operation for
ill
effects
any
in
40 inch Bordered Lawn
Levy, Jr., of Baltimore, Md., came In bell will be equipped with electrical appendicitis performed on Thanksgivat
the newest Grecian effects, all
controlled
attachments which are
last night from the Gate City.
ing day. While he said after the
colors at 15 a yard.
Harry Mitchell, who will operate the telephone exchange, and all fire fight that he was not distressed ,it
an automobile stage line to Harvey's alarms and calls for the police
Cotton Folards, large assortwho was noticed that he guarded his body
carriage house through the season, should be turned into central
ment of colors, at 15c a yard.
carefully and winced several times
made a trip to Hermit lodge Saturday will manipulate the toell. For 'the when Ritchie sent home
body blows.
Tissue
of
the
of
announcements
Ginghams,
city
Egyptian
meetings
afternoon.
The
of
the
opinion
fight folgeneral
at 20c and 25c a yard.
or in
M. L. Stulzman arrived 'the latter council and other gatherings,
was
either
had
lowers
ttat
Wolgast
a
bell
has
part of last week from his home in rase of emergency, the
Silk and Linen mixed foulnot extended himself, or that the
to
the
foot
the rope attachment, running
Goshen, Ind., and has entered
ards, all leading shades at
operation had left Its mark. In judg
tower.
30c a yard.
employ of E. G. Murphey, "the drug the
ment of distance and swift, long range
handbeen
have
The
firemen
greatly
gist, as drug clerk.
fighting he was clearly outpointed by
'
Charles Mason, formerly of Marce icapped in their work during the' past his
comparatively inexperienced op
line, Mo., who stopped off for a short eight months hy receiving alarms ponent, who graduated from the amaHoffman & Graubarlh
announced
been
fires
all
late,
having
visit with friends In this city, left
teur ranks only eight months ago.
In Needles, by the siren at the power house of
home
for
his
Saturday
One thing was plain Wolgast still
Priced
Store)
(The Popular
comand
Power.
the Las Vegas Light
Calif.
lias
the punch. His long left drive
10c
Pmerni
A genu or The New Idea
This whistle only gave warnLeo M. Tipton has gone to Taos pany.
r
was set on a
spring and
for
waa
necessary
where.Jie will be several days on bus! ing of a fire and it
shot
with
the
old
Bame
Phone Main 104.
lightning
ness. Mr. Tipton made the trip to the firemen to call central to find the speed. But rarely did he gauge the
the Taos valley with the view to lo location of the blaze.
distance correctly and time and again
The new bell, which costs $375, Is his
swift stabs fell barely short of
eating there.
and
Ford Harvey, an official of the Fred to be paid for by the firemen,
their
mark.
are planning a benefit entertain
Ritchie
Harvey system, passed through Las .they
suffered from stage fright
ment for the bell fund. The old bell,
1 Vegas Saturday night on train No-- which was taken from the tower last He fought calDtiously and several
en route from Kansas City to the
times failed to' follow up good open
August, had proved inadequate and
Pacific coast.
ings,
seemingly unable to realize the
was turned in to the bell company.
John D. W. Veeder,- f. D. Hand, J.
effects
of the blows whloh he was
Lud-wiREGULAR DINNER
The bell was purchased through
L. Zimmerman, and George H. Hunlanding on the champion's face and
William Ilfeld.
head. In the second round he stag
ker, delegates to the democratic state
convention which convenes tomorrow
SUNDAY DINNER
gered Wolgast with a swift, clean
BUILDING FOOD
in Clovis, left last night for that city.
blow to the chin, which left the cham
To Bring the Babies Around
A. Baker, the mining man of tne
J.
pion tottering for an instant.
This
Finest A La Carte BiU in the State.
time Ritchie followed his advantage
upper Gallinas, is in town for a few
When a little human machine (or a and landed a
battery of swift right
days on business connected with his
BARNES & RUSH, Props.
one) goes wrong, nothing Is so and left punches to the
large
jaw. The
discovery of asbestos. This may prove
important as the selection of food to crowd was on its feet in an alnstant
of considerable
importance to Las
bring it around again.
'in a din of cheering and when the
Vegas.
"My little boy 15 months old had gong sent the men to their corners
E. Romero of Mora, who is a delepneumonia, then came brain fever,
gate to the democratic state conven- and no sooner had he got over these Wolgaslts contorted face showed that
he was fighting on the defensive.
MADE
tion which convenes In Clovis on May than he
BRAIDS AND PUFFS
began to cut teeth and, be
The third round was all close range
after14, was in Las Vegas yesterday
ing so weak, he was frequently fighting and Wolgast ripped out murORDER
-Tnoon between trains, stopping off en throwh Into convulsions," says
derous short arm hooks which, at the
route to Clovis.
Colorado mother.
OF HUMAN HAIR to match
close, kept Ritchie stepping warily at
of
Watrous,
Murray Carleton, Jr.,
"I decided a change might help, so a safe distance.
who has been in Las Vegas several took him to Kansas City for a visit
any shade. Will also make
The
round was clearly
up your combings.
'days on business, left last night for When we got (there he was so very Ritchie'sclosing
event. He showed remarkClovis to attend the democratic state weak when he would cry he would
able skill in dodging and blocking,
AT TAICHERTC
rconvention, to which he is a delegate sink away and seemed like he would
and, forcing the champion into a cor
from Mora county.
die.
VEGAS 340
PHONE
ner, landing two jolting rights to the
Mr. and Mrs.
J. M. McDonnell
"When I reached my sister's home jaw. Blood was
streaming from the
afternoon from she said immediately that we mus
came in yesterday
champion's battered lips when the
In
s
McDonnell
has
been
Mrs.
feed him Grape-Nutand, although I gong
E. R. Wells, special Santa Fe offi- Denver.
rang.
Colorado for two weeks visiting had never used the food, we got some
"Ritchie's a game and clever fight- cer, went to Albuquerque this afterMcDonnell
friends and relatives, Mr.
and for a few days gave him the ft- said
noon on business.
Wolgast on the way to his
and milk. He got
juice of Grape-Nut- s
B. F. Du Channe of Demins, arrived joining her on her return trip.
dressing room. "I did not suffer from
President Green of the Natlona stronger so quickly we were soon the operation, but I felt a pain in
in Las Vegas this afternoon from
my
itself and
Biscuit company will pass through feeding him the Grape-Nut- s
his home on business.
groin, when 1 fell over Ritctie in the
fattoa
in
time
he
short
wonderfully
Las Vegas Wednesday night in pri
Mrs. M. P. Schmidbt will leave
first round, and I wanted to be caie-ful- .
morrow morning on the California vate car No. 1857 on Santa Fe train tened right up and became strong and
As it was a
fight I
No. 9 en route from the east to Pasa well.
Limited for Los Angeles.
thought it best not to extend myself,"
"That showed me something wroth
Miss Katherine Leech arrived last dena. Mr. Green and party will stop
Wolgast and his manager, Tom
em- off in
and, when later on my little Jones, left for St.
knowing
be
will
and
from
Denver,
Lamy.
night
Joseph, Mo., where
I
Cur-leon Grape-Nut- s
Mrs. H. D. Burrall. accompanied by girl came, raised her
wolgast will engage in a short bout
ployed as stenographer to lack
a
Assistant A. E. Moss, of the Gallinas and she is strong, healthy baby and May 17.
promoter of the rrnon-Tyahas been. You will see from the litbout.
planting station, visited Harvey's last tle
of
photograph I send yoH what a
the
A. T. Paine, superintendent
Sunday to take kodak, .views, of the
western division of .the Wells Fargo Harvey falls which are now of extra- - strong, chubby youngster the boy is
arrived this after ordiiiitiy beauty because of e large no, but he didn't look anything like
Express compan
that before we found this nourishing
nd wiUjbeSIn Las volume of water
NOTED MEN ENDORSE
Denver
from
noon,
running from melt- food. Grape-Nut- s
nourished him back
ness.
birall
Vesras several flrys on
THE Y. M. C. A.
above.
Mngt.anows
to strength when he was so weak 'e
J. D. Hand left Saturday night for couldn't
keep any other food on his
The Las Vegas Chapter No. 3, Royal .Clovis to attend the democratic state
stomach."
Name given by Postum
in
the
meet
will
tonight
President William Taft, Hon. John
Arch Masons
convention to which he is a delegate, Co., Battle
Mich.
Creek,
Masonic Temple.
canJulius Rosenwald and
Is
a
Wanamaker,
from this county. Mr. Hand
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men give stirring enother
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'state
central
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s
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Washington, May 13. A belated ceived the endorsement of San Mitian Association. President
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the
contains
from
nature
elements
the
demands
cold wave sweeping down
utterance on the association,
latest
county.
guel
from which to make the soft gray
Candian northwest, is causing frost,
"The value of the Young Men's Cnrls-E. G. Murphey, the druggist, left
filling in the nerve centres and brain.
snow and shivering temperatures to9
tlan
Association in the promotion of
Santa
No.
for
on
train
last nigjht
A well fed brain and strong,
sturdy
day from Montana, and Colorado eastmorals and in furnishing wholeof
state
gtood
the
to
attend
the
Fe
meeting
nerves, absolutely insure a healthy
ward to Ohio. The thermometer regissome associations and healthful ocwhich convened body.
of
board
pharmacy,
and
tered freezing at many places
this morning. Mr.
Read the little book, "The Road to cupation for young men during their
there was snow in Colorado and at in the Capital City
leisure hours has been practically
of the board. Wellville," in
is
coldpresident
Murphey
the
pkgs. "There's a
Duluth. Cheyenne reported
In the canal zone
demonstrated
of the pharmacy or poison
Violations
rethermometer
the
with
est weather
where
to
board
benefit
been
the
has
to
are
great
be
laws
reported
Ever
wae
cold
read the above letter? A new
gistering 28 degrees. The
Exthe
derived
in
this
one
at
by
for
the
government
to
investigation.
from
meeting
time
time.
appears
soon will spend itself..
They
aminations of candidates for phar- are genuine, true, and full of human maintenance of-- clubhouses placed under its management. It is a potent
Interest.
Old papers for sale. Optic office. macy certificates will also be held.
William

RITCHIE

NEW BELL PLACED
IN THE CITY

REDUCTION SALE

four-roun- d

HALL

On Account of Unseasonable Weather We
are Gonig to Reduce our Stock, Offering ANY
SUIT IN THE HOUSE FOR

NEW DAINTY

WASH GOODS

te

For the Next five Days Commencing Tuesday the 14th and ending Saturday the 18th.

AT THE HUB

hair-trigge-

J- a-

Cafe De Luxe

g

25o

35o

I

O

factor in the preservation
of the
peace of the world, and it deserves
the approval of everyone having the
best good of the world at heart."
Hon. John Wanamaker says: "No
man wJio has Invested one dollar in
the work of the association would
take five dollars to get it back . . r.
Infinitely greater than the great enterprises In this world, the Panama
or Suez canal or the schemes of irrigation in the western states, is this
plan of the association which links
the world with eternity beyond. We
cannot afford to go slow with the
Christian association work if it is so
linked with the prosperity of the
world."
Julius Rosenwald of Sears, Roebuck & Co., of Chicago, remarked:
"Our company wanted a Young
Men's Christian Association In its immediate community because of the
moral uplift it always gives any com
munity and because of the direct influence upon the men In our employ,

miking them of more financial advan
taste to us and to this end our com
pany makes this gift of one hundred
thousand dollars toward this building.
I claim to know a good thing when
I see it and I am not much interested
in the label on the bottle if the medicine on the inside does the work."
Judge Elbert H. Gary of the United
States Steel corporation: "I am glad
to declare my belief in the advantages of having a Y. M. C. A. in an
industrial community,
as tending
greatly to the building up of the
character of the men, and therefore
increasing their efficiency."
These are only a few of the hearty
endorsements of many
prominent
men in the country to the work of the
Young Men's Christian Association.
It Is a pleasing fact that the men
of Las Vegas are hearty in their support of the local association.

TAX PAYMENTS.
Notice is hereby given that all unpaid taxes of A. D. 1911, will become
delinquent on June 1, 1912, and oa
and after July 1, 1912, will be sub
ject to 5 per cent penalty. The Itst
of delinquent taxes will be made and
published after July 1, 1912, penalties
and costs will be added, Judgment?
recovered and property on which
taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 9,
1912.

BTJGENIO ROMERO,

Treasurer, San Miguel County, N.

MONEY TALKS

NOW.

Two frame houses on two lots close
in. Yon can rent one house and live
In the other free. Price now fl,600.
You don't need all cash.
Investment and Agency Corporation,
Main 40.

William Gelgier, homesteader near
Harvey's, was In town over Sunday.

Oldpapers

Capital Paid in

for sale.

Optic office.

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

.file
J.

M. CU.NNINO.HAn,
FRANK SPRINGER.

VJX

President

s

VS,.

T.

HOSKINS.

.LAS VEGAS
I

M.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Lacs Vegas Servings

Bank

Capital Stock, $30,OOQ.OO
Office with the Saa Miguel National Bank

Win. G. HaydoD
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoslrins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Ptvid on Deposis

Cashier
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MY LADY OF DOUBT

MONDAY, MAY 13, 1912.

He was threatening
summer nouse
Claire, trying to drive her into marrying him offhand. We had a bit of a
When
fight, and I got the best of

CHAPTER XXX.

THE OPTICl

THE

LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
We Attain the House.
it
ALWAYS HANDLED
THE
BEST
GOODS OBTAINABLE
soon
"Come on, Mortimer, and well
I left I wore his coat, and later found
on." I turned your papers In his pocket
Is
find
out
what
the
Do
etc,
of
going
you
North,"
Under
"Lore
Fire," ''My Lady
Author oi
to the prisoner. "Where are the rest remember how they were addressed?"
of your gang?"
He shook his head.
Illustrationslby HENRYfTHIBDE
"Youll find out fer yerself, mister,"
SOCIETY AND
"Simply 'Mortimer.' It occurred to
CorrndK A. C, McCuft HCo. BO
he answered sullenly, "an' maybe me he could turn them over to Clinant-i
ould easily distinguish the BTfcct
damn quick too."
(Continued From Saturday)
ton, accuse the colonel of treason, and
.nes on the hillside below.
"They are in the grape arbor to the share In the confiscation of this esCHAPMAN LOOSE NO, t, A. F. A
0. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
One man was standing up, leaning south of the house," broke in Eric. tate, or else hold them as a threat
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
A. M.
direction
of
a
small
to
trunk
tree, "That was where Fagln told them
WlimioffH tM general
gainst the
over your sister. I burned them."
on Sixth street. All visittheir
to
and
have taken. while the other was sitting on the tie quiet and wait orders."
municatlon first
the fellows seemed
He was silent for a long minute;
ing brethren cordially Invited to at"Then we will explore along the breathing hard; then he thrust out his
third Thursday In esk
Conroy and I on foot, scanning the ground, his bead bent forward, and
tend.
(trail by aid of a pine knot The dust his hat drawn low over his eyes. Nei- north side, keeping the fence bettween hand and clasped mine.
J . D. Frtdenstine, N. G.;
month. Visiting brotha sound, but as my us. I've got a handful of men over
uttered
had
ther
he
villain!"
damned
"The
Fries. V. O.; T. M. El wood.
Prank
road
on
thick
the
ejaculat
through
clay
invited
lay
ers cordially
this cut, where we had charged the eyes strained through the darkness I there in the orchard. If you are both ed, his voice trembling. "Every move
Karl Worts, Treasurer;
M-- ;
Secretary;
. R. Murray,
O.
W.
N.
RATES
FOR
CLASSIFIED
Herman,
ADVERwhich ready w'll go."
he has made has been an attempt to
C. V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
foragers, and It was easy to see the began to perceive details
I took a look myself at Tom's rope-tyinSecretary.
TISEMENTS
suspicion. The felruin us. I can see It now. Do you
land had tamed east There was but awakened a new wore
a cap and no
and found it satisfactory. In- suppose Claire really cares for the
en conclusion possible; If this was low standing up
NO. 645,
oat, and his hands were clasped deed, in remembrance of my own suf- fellow?"
Five cents per line each Insertion. LA8 VEQAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2, . E. ROSENWALD LODGE
(Fagln's gang of cutthroats, as I suafirst
Meet
I. O. of B B.
every
I am very sure she does not"
r
Twtiuf than ihitv wira tthr return ibout a short, sawed off gun. He had- fering, I even loosened the strain a
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"
"
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.
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. .
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FROM

TUESDAY

I4TH TO SATURDAY

AH
STRAWBERRIES FOR PRESERVING

1.25 PER CRATE.

SUGAR,

J.

POUNDS

15

F0ML00

H. Stearns,

GR-OCE-

R

Jefferson Raynolds President
Hal.'ett Raynolds Cashier
President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Davis Vice President

E. D. Raynolds Vice

Stephen

B.

TIME YOUR BOY IS SURE TO NEED
A NEW

Ml

WE

ASK

YOU

TO

REMEMBER US IN THIS PURCHASE.

I8TH.

AT THE HUB

Several good mountain ranches for
sale cheap for cash or on easy payments. F. J. Wesner, 612 Lincoln
avenue.

ARE

EXERCISES

AGAIN ALMOST DUE AND AT THAT

$13.50

Flnch'i Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood.
Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.

The Dixie Pressing club removed
Lost Plain gold locket witn monoon
The fishing season opens Wednes- gram, R. J. S., and baby's picture in- today from their former quarterj
A. Spiess and the Plaza to 615 Main street.
C.
Mrs.
side.
to
Return
day this week and as all the streams
are running full it is expected that receive reward.
The Meadow City Dancing club will
sportsmen will find trout numerous.
hold
its regular fortnightly dance
a
struck
Lightning Saturday night
itree in front of the Becker sanita- Thursday night in the O. R. C. hall.
Hello! Where are you going?
rium on Main street. The tree was
To the White Kitchen to get a good
Regular meeting of J. A. Rosenwald
and torn. Nobody In the neigh
split
25c meal.
Home cooking. Open day
lodge at (the vestry rooms of Temple
borhood was hurt or felt the shock.
and night.
Montefiore this evening. All memare requested to attend.
bers
machinof
Two loads
heavy mining
Why pay rent when you can own
ery went ou to the Porvenir mine of
Late this afternoon J. C. Baker,
your own home for a small invest M. Romero Saturday. Mr. Romero's
ment with easy terms on deferred reduction works at Porvenir are near-in- weather observer at the Normal Uni
versity, reported thait the total preci
payments? See F. J. Wesner.
completion.
pitation for last night and today was
.62 inches
This is a much larger figThe Ladies League of the PresbyThe regular weekly meeting of the
terian church will meet Tuesday af- Fraternal Brotherhood will be held to- ure thanwas shown this morning
when the first measurements
were
ternoon at 2:30 with Mrs. C. D.
night in the O. R. C. hall. Follow-th- taken.
on
street.
Third
Boucher,
business meeting refresh
menis will be servtd. A large attendFred Westerman thinks he has
Farmers along the Qallinas have
ance is desired.
been nicely "sitting." A few days ago
about finl-he- d
spring! seeding, but on
an oily tongued stranger approached
the mountain continued precipitation
Ranchmen along the upper Galli-na- s
Mr. Westerman and offered him for
keeps the ground too wet for farm
are much interested in the new
sale a pair of good looking horses. He
operations.
LaB
at
Vegas.
creamery enterprise
Mr. Westerment
assured
that the
This valley will doubtless become an
animals were of good pedigree and
Inquiries for accommodations at
of cream supply
that he could show a bill of sale for
both Porvenir and Harvey's are many, important tributary
the near future.
a
them. Mr. Westerman purchased the
season
indicating that the coming
animals. Saturday Mr. Westerman
will bring many visitors to Las Veof Harvey's,
R. B. Schoonmaker,
was informed that 'the horses
had
gas and to these popular nearby
will arrange to have shelter and beds been stolen
from C. C. Closson. sher
for fishermen at the carriage house iff of Santa Fe
county. He was obllg
this week. Lunches or meals ed to
give up the horses. Westerman
There is no business as profitable after
too, a feat- Is short $70,
the purchase price of the
or none so healthful as stock farming may be obtainable there,
transient visthat
the
ure
of
camp
equines.
in the mountains. I have several good
will appreciate greatly.
stock ranches for sale very cheap. F. itors
PROTECTED HOME CIRCLE.
J. Wesner, 612 Lincoln avenue, East
who founded the
A.
H.
Harvey,
Unlontown,
Pa., May 13. The
Las Vegas, N. M.
convention of the Pennsylvania
famous Harvey ranch 30 years ago,
will again be in charge of the resort organization of the Protected Home
Groups of deer are met on the reseason. It is intended to cele Circle, a fraternal insurance order
serve every day now that the closed this
June 3, the date on with a considerable
membership
season is on and no shooting is per brate suitably
the year 1882 Mr. Harvey throughout the state, opened here to
in
which
mitted. Turkey and grouse are also
set foot upon this place.
day and will continue In session unseen frequently, indicating that game firBt
til Thursday.
is increasing steadily in this locality.
Doll contest at, the moving picture
shows. A beautiful doll to the little "DRYS" CONFER IN NEW JERSEY
no
will
the
be
held
Atlantic City, N. J., May 13. In re
parade
girl of 10 years and under getting
Though
Las Vegas post ofrthe Grand Army of the largest number of votes by June sponse to a call Issued by Chairman
the Republic will go to the cemeterj 12. One vote with each five cent Charles R. Jones of the prohibition
on the afternoon of Decoration Daj ticket. Beginning Tuesday, May 14. national committee a conference ef
to pay their respects to their old com- Good at Photoplay or the Browne.
party leaders from many states as
rades. On the Sunday preceding
sembled in Atlantic City today to con
Decoration Day, union services will
From the top of Cerro del Cielo sider plans for the national campaign
be held in the First Methodist church, near Harvey's, a scene of rare beauty and complete arrangements for the
Rev. E. C. Anderson delivering the is now to be viewed. From the top party convention, which will meet
sermon.
of Hermit peak there drops a snow-fe- here in July.
stream leaping fully 500 feet from
the brink of the canyon forming a
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
sheet of mist, which, blown about in
the breeze, is a veritable veil of gauze FOR RENT
Two
See
houses.
draping the canyon walls.
Charles Ilfeld Company.
g

Tuesday, Ma; 14

COMMENCEMENT

Any Suit in the House

Trr
M

... THE

...HOTHER...

FOR 5 DAYS ONLY

WE ARE
AGENTS FOR

Ederheimer Stein &
EXTRA-GOOSuits
D

FOR BOYS AND

CHILDREN

THIS INSURES YOU
Style, Quality and Workmanship

N. GREENBERGER.

e

ma
L.:'

'fl'TI

j' 'mm

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

of it.

ELECTRIC I RO

IM

.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

d

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

It's a

Happy Man

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Pkofits $35,000
Who first

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

experiences the

fine

quality of our laundry
work. After a while he gets
used to it and expects perfect

laundering from us as a matter
of course. And he is never
disappointed. We do good work
first, last and all the time. Send

GO

TOJHE

HOME OF QUALITY

FOR THE BEST OF BAKERS GOODS

SUCH AS

us your Shirts, Collars etc.,
and you'll be happy in your
linen ever after.

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry

Home Made Bread, Mothers Bread, Restaurant
Bread, Rye Bread, Pan Bread Twists, Graham
Bread) Sweet Bread, Ginger Bread, Layer
Cakes, Loaf Cakes, Angel Food Cakes, Fruit
Cakes, Gold Oakes, Finger Rolls, Cup Cakes,
Poppy Seed Rolls, Doughnuts, P. H. Rolls,
Buns etc.

Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

K

It was announced in the society
section of yesterday's Albuquerque
Journal that Miss Stephina Prager of
Roswell, prominent in social circles
of the new state, is to become the
bride of John Cassidy, president of
National Park Seminary, one of the
largest of ithe girls' schools in Wash
ington, D. C. The marriage is to occur in June. Miss Prager was a student in the Cassidy school several
years ago and it is there that the roThe wedmance had its inception
ding will be a quiet home affair and
Mr. Cassidy and his bride will travel
abroad on their honeymoon. Mis
Prager has often visited in Las Vegas
and has many friends in this city,
who will be interested to learn of her
coming marriage.

FRESH

Mustard.

Swiss Chard

RANCH

Pure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Mountain Home.

Buy Your Seed From

EVERYBODY READS THE

US

VEGAS OPTIC

PERRY ONION &
SEEDSMEN

&

SONEZ

FLORISTS

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. S1S.OO

Turnips and Beets Make Good'' Greens" Too

507 Sixth Street

J. C. J0HNSEN & SON, Local Agents

BROOK

Do You Like "Greens?"
Plant Spinach, Kale,

The Famous Taylor Nursery Bed

SUNNY

BUTTER

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE
We always have the best of. everything eatable

F. J. Wesner and John York spent FOR SALE A first class team of
several days at the Wesner ranch
driving ponies, well matched, also
last week looking fJr bear or lions broken for saddle. Inquire Central
trained hounds.
with Mr. Wesner's
hotel.
No game was started, however. They
encountered snowdrifts of such extent as to prevent reaching Burro
canyon and Elk mountain where they
expected to hunt successfully.

AT

Boucher's
"The Store of Satisfaction"

and our
exclusive uesursi
advertising
ot the
coat
rinnltoated In
in any retail cams store, it is guaranteea oj oota
lor less man sitourselves.
quality
and
the manufacturer
There Is a coupon in every sack ot LARA BEE'S Flour, Bend ns five
or expreaa money order, and we will
coupon and $3.90 in cash, draft, postal
Address coupons and
send yon one of these beautiful sets otby freight.
the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
to The China Department
write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to Flonr
are
alao
LARABEE'B
The Coupons in
good for Rogers' Siiverwar
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
We purchased several carloads of this beautiful

dinner-war-

GERMEMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
AN-MI
LLPO Flour that makes Baking a Delight

SALE
v

ALL GROCERS
Try a Sack You'll Like it.

